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FOREWORD
This final report is submitted to the Lewis Research Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration in accordance with the requirements
of NASA Contract NAS 3-6210.
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MODIFICATION AND MAJOR OVERHAUL
OF CRYOGENIC IRRADIATION FACILITY
AT PLUMBROOK REACTOR FACILITY
by
LOCKHEED NUCLEAR PRODUCTS
C. A. Schwanbeck, Project Manager
ABSTRACT i_ 5,_ _
This is the final report on Contract NAS 3-6210 which was implemented for the
overhaul, modification, repair and instrument calibration of the equipment used in
combined nuclear-cryogenic material studies.
The equipment includes a gaseous phase helium refrigerator system, the test loops
with their transfer system, associated instrumentation and appurtenances.
It includes a reliability evaluation of the equipment and a projected maintenance
schedule predicated on the results. _._/¢__
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MODIFICATION AND MAJOR OVERHAUL
OF CRYOGENICIRRADIATIONFACILITY
AT PLUMBROOKREACTORFACILITY
by
LOCKHEEDNUCLEARPRODUCTS
C. A. Schwanbeck,Project Manager
SUMMARY
This is the final report on a programfor the overhaul and maintenanceof equip-
mentwhich hasbeenusedfor combinednuclear cryogenic studieson structural
materials performedat the NASA PlumbrookReactorFacility.
Theequipmentconsistingof the heliumrefrigerator, test loops, and transfer system
wasoriginally installed during 1962-63and wassubsequentlyusedfor numerouslong
duration testsat roomtemperatureout-of-pile and at 30°R, both out-of-pile and in-
pile to 1017nvt, E>0.5 Mev. Theresultant cumulative time at near designcapacity
dictated that the refrigerator expansionenginesand engine crossheadshouldbe dis-
assembledfor inspection and repaired asnecessary.
In addition, a leakagethrough manualshut-off valves in the cold refrigerant lines
and the necessityof removingpermanentlyinstalled platinum resistancethermometers
for calibration or replacementdictated modification of thesecomponents.
The useof conventional lubricating oil in the compressorsystemhascauseddegrada-
tion of effectivenessin the refrigerator heat exchangerindicating that the required
oil removalequipmentwasnot performingasdesigned, so modification of the compo-
nents in this systemwasalso performed.
Maintenanceof the test loop and transfersystemwasalso performedwith emphasis
on the evacuatedenclosuresin the formerand on the equipmentsubmergedin the
quadrant in the latter.
A reliability evaluation of the equipmentwasperformedto provide criteria for the
developmentof a periodic maintenancerequirementschedule.
I INTRODUCTION
Thisreport covers the activities conducted under Contract NAS 3-6210 between
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research Center and
The Lockheed-Georgla Company for modification and maintenance of certain
government owned experimental equipment located at the NASA Plum Brook
Reactor Faci llty.
The equipment under consideration was initially designed by Lockheed and in-
stalled at the Plum Brook Reactor Facility. It has been used to conduct an experi-
mental program investigating the combined nuclear-cryogenic effects on the
mechanical properties of engineering materials authorized by Contract NASw-
114.
The work authorized by Contract NAS 3-6210 had two primary objectives:
The performance of a complete maintenance program
to correct equipment deterioration caused by about
two years of operation.
The upgrading of the equipment capabilities through
modifications based on two years of operational exper-
ience.
The scope of work also included preparation of a reliability evaluation of the
equipment based on operational experience; providing assistance to NASA
personnel in removal of a gamma shield in the reactor port HB-2 required by
the contribution from this shield to tungsten activity in the primary reactor
coolant water; and revision of both the equipment operational manual and
hazards analysis manual to reflect both equipment modifications and shield
removal as well as increased familiarity with the test equipment resultant from
two years of actual operation.
1.1 TEST EQUIPMENT
The test equipment reworked and modified under this program was designed to
permit tensile testing of miniature test specimens in a high flux zone at HB-2
of the PlumBrookReactorwhile maintaining the specimentemperatureat any
level between30°Rand 540°R. Thecomponentsystemsof the testequipment
requiring specific action in this task are:
1. The refrigeration system, a gaseous helium refrig-
erator used to control test specimen temperature.
e The test loops, a horizontal 5000 lb. capacity
universal type testing machine capable of main-
taining a test specimen temperature between 30°R
and 540°R.
o "
e
The transfer system, a system of tracks and carriages
capable of positioning test loops in the high flux
zone of HB-2 or the specimen change location and
operating under about 20 feet of water in Quadrant
"D" which provides biological shielding during
reactor power cycles.
The specimen change system, which provides shielding
for the operator during test specimen changing in
irradiated test loops by means of remote handling
te chni ques.
•..H
A brief description of each of these systems, as installed, follows.
1.2 REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
Test location temperature control is provided by a closed cycle helium refrigerator
with an electrically driven positive displacement compressor, a counter-flow •
heat exchanger and four reciprocating expansion engines. The refrigeration sys-
tem was designed and built for this application and is warranted to be capable of
maintaining any temperature between 30°R, and room temperature in the test loca-
tion of the test loops. The refrigeration system has a rated capacity of 1150 Watts
with a manifold temperature of 30°R. A schematic of this system is shown in
Figure 1.1.
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Low pressure (_50 psia) helium gas is drawn into the suction side of a
two stage positive displacement Ingersoll-Rand Compressor and compressed
to 300 psia. The heat of compression is removed by water cooling after
each compression stage. The helium gas at 300 psia and _-80°F passes
through a Trane extended surface counter flow aluminum heat exchanger
capable of a 600 Ib/hr flow with a duty of 410, 000 BTU/hr. With the
refrigeration system operating at 30°R, the helium gas leaves the heat
exchanger at approximately 37°R and 296 psia. The cold gas enters the
expansion engine inlet where it is expanded to ._--,.53psia in the recipro-
cating engines. These engines are coupled in pairs to crossheads which
drive oil pumps to absorb work from the system. The design specifications
for the expansion engines are given below:
Mass Flow (Total) 520 Ib/hr
Inlet Temperature 37°R
Outlet Temperature 24°R
Piston Displacement 7. 93 ft3/min
Engine Speed 340 RPM
The heat exchanger and each pair of expansion engines are mounted in evac-
uated shells filled with powdered perlite to provide insulation.
The refrigerated gas leaving the expansion engines is transferred through
vacuum insulated flexible lines to the test location in the tensile-compression
test loop. After passing through the test chamber, the gas is returned through
a manifold to the low pressure side of the heat exchanger and then back to the
compressor suction side. A line heater of 2500 Watt capacity is located in the
inlet manifold and each set of transfer lines contains a 100 Watt trim heater
to allow operation of the system at any temperature between 30°R and room
temperature.
The temperature of the refrigeration system is controlled by two platinum re-
sistance thermometers in each set of transfer lines in the manifold. One sensor
is located at the inlet line and one at the return leg.
1.3 TEST LOOPS, TENSILE AND COMPRESSION
The irradiation of specimens using this test equipment in conjunction with the
Plum Brook Reactor requires protracted exposures in a high flux zone of the
operating reactor with the specimen temperature maintained at the tempera-
ture of interest. The irradiations are conducted in a test location adjacent
to the beryllium reflector on the north face of the reactor core. Access to
this zone is through a 9 in. ID horizontal beam port (HB-2) located approx-
imately 20 feet below the surface of a pool of demineralized water which
provides biological shielding during reactor operations. The beam port,
which penetrates a high density concrete biological shield two feet thick,
the stainless steel pressure vessel and thermal shield, is approximately seven
feet in length from its external flange to the high flux test zone. However,
the full ID of HB-2 is not available as a test zone as the presence of a gamma
shield limits the internal dimensions of the beam port to 6" x _.6 1/'2'.
A special test loop contains a horizontally placed 5000 Ib capacity tensile
testing machine together with the requisite stress-strain monitoring instrumen-
tation and vacuum insulated refrigerant transfer lines in a 6" OD tubular
housing of sufficient length to place the test location in the high flux zone.
This test loop is shown in Figure 1.2.
The cryogenic test zone is located at the forward end of the loop. This zone
is contained in a removable head with a vacuum insulated annular space be-
tween the test zone and the external surface of the head.
The test load is applied to the specimen by a hydraulic cylinder operating
through a linkage to a bellows protected actuator rod threaded to the aft specimen
holder. The hydraulic fluid is demlneralized water. Stress is monitored by a
ring type dynamometer with a water-proofed Linear Variable Differential
Transformer (LVDT) acting as the deflection sensing unit.
Stainless steel instrument tubes run the length of the test loop to provide pro-
tection for leads to non-nuclear instrumentation of a removable nature, such
as extensometer, dynamometer and thermocouples.
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1.4 TRANSFER SYSTEM
To permit insertion and withdrawal of the test loops at the beam port and the
hot cave_ independently of reactor operations, a special transfer system was
installed in Quadrant "D" of the Plum Brook Reactor Facility. The location
of this system with respect to the reactor beam port HB-2 and the specimen
change hot cave is shown in Figure 1.3. All of the transfer equipment operates
under some 20 feet of quadrant water.
The transfer system includes two base tables, fastened to the floor of Quadrant
"D", on which are located translating tables capable of movement in the
east-west dlrection. On each of the translating tables there are three sets
of tracks on which specially designed carriages travel to transfer the test loops
to the desired location. The lateral east-west translation of the transfer tables
allows the positioning of any track in proper alignment with the beam port or
the hot cave for insertion of the test loop. The north table, associated with
the hot cave, has the additional capability of rotation through 180 ° to enable
insertion of the forward end of the test loop into the hot cave. The actuating
force for this translation and rotation is provided by a 10HP hydraulic pump_
using demineralized water as the working fluid. Mechanical stops are situated
at the limits of table travel and movable mechanical stops are so located to
insure accurate positioning of the tracks for beam port and hot cave insertion
of the test loop.
Each of the carriages which hold the test loops travels on six pairs of grooved
wheels on the table tracks. They are moved on the tables by a hydraulically
operated rack and pinion gear driven by the 10HP pump. By suitable manip-
ulation, the carriage may be placed on any track of the tables and positioned
in front of either the beam port or the hot cave. Limit switches located on
the tables are tripped by actuators on the carriages and indicate carriage
locations on the tables by means of lights on the control console. Mechani-
cal stops limit carriage travel on the tables.
After a carriage is positioned at the beam port or hot cave_ it is advanced and
coupled in place. Both the beam port and the hot cave port are protected by
6" gate type valves. On the quadrant side of each valve there is a chevron
seal to prevent water flow past the loop during operation. The valves are
interlocked with limit switches to prevent opening unless the test loop is in
position in the chevron seal to block flow. After coupling the carriage to
9
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either valve, the loop is advanced into the beam port or hot cave by a
high torque hydraulic motor driven by the 10HP pump. The torque is
translated from the motor shaft to a lead screw through a worm-worm gear
connection. This lead screw is coupled to a yoke assembly on the carriage
which supports the aft end of the test loop. As the lead screw advances
the test loop, limit switches on the carriage indicate the loop position by
lights on the control panel. An adjustable mechanical stop precludes the
possibility of inserting the loop into HB-2 to a point which will restrict the
coolant passage between the forward end of the loop and the gamma shield
plug. The test loop drive system, during an insertion into the beam port,
must overcome a primary coolant pressure of 125 psi and systematic frictions.
This requires a thrust force of over 4000 Ibs.
Limit switches and mechanical stops have been installed at all places neces-
sary to insure safe operation of the transfer system.
Control of the transfer system is accomplished by the use of solenoid valves,
using deminerallzed water as the actuating fluid, located in a control panel
located on the grating over Quadrant "D".
1.5 SAMPLE CHANGE EQUIPMENT
To perform the requisite in-pile tests with a maximum utilization of reactor
time, equipment was designed and installed to allow the replacement of a
specimen in one test loop during the irradiation of a second specimen in a
different test loop. Due to the high activity level of the test loops after
several in-pile exposures, this specimen change, as well as routine loop
maintenance, was accomplished using remote techniques.
To provide operator shieldirg during work on the test loops, a hot cave was
constructed of high density concrete and lead-filled steel outside of the
wall of Quadrant "D" with an access port for the test loop on a radial line
with HB-2. This hot cave was equipped with Central Research Laboratory
Model 8 Manipulators and specially designed remote handling tools to per-
mit test specimen change and minor loop maintenance. See Figure 1.4.
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2 REFRIGERATION MODIFICATION AND OVERHAUL
The following description of the various modifications and maintenances performed
on the refrigerator are presented to sequentially conform with the requirements
defined in the scope of work and not in the order they were performed. The
various tasks were scheduled to utilize personnel and equipment in an effective
maintenance program compatible with contract requirements. The resulting
modification, maintenance and calibration is described together with the
evaluation test results.
2.1 MODIFICATION OF EXTENDED STEM VALVES
These valves are installed as shut-off or isolation valves in the refrigerator
manifold system and in the heat exchanger pod. They are normally used
when isolation of an engine pod is required and when opening a test loop
to replace a test specimen when the refrigerator is operating.
Evidence of gross leakage through these valves has been assimilated during
previous testing cycles and effort to eliminate the leakage by installing
Arthur D. Little, Inc., replacement parts has been without definitive results.
The apparent difficulty in obtaining a positive seal was due to the combina-
tion of a rotating stem poppet assembly and the threaded replaceable seat.
When leakage occurred at low temperatures the poppet tended to freeze to
the seat causing it to back-out of its threaded position.
A number of different modifications to these valves have been considered and
it was concluded that a non-rotating stem and relatively soft seat offered
the most promising solution.
The valves, shown in Figure 2.1, numbers 18, 20 and 22 in the inlet manifold;
17, 19 and 21 in the outlet manifold; 12, 13, 14 and 15 in the heat exchanger
to isolate the expansion engine pods; and 11, also positioned in the heat ex-
changer enclosure to isolate the manifold, were removed for modification.
The valve poppetr seat and stem were re-designed to incorporate the desired
modifications. The originally installed valve concept is shown in Figure 2.2.
This valve required rotation of the extended stem which was a relatively thin
walled tube (1.50 in. diam. x .035 in. thick wall) which had been filled
13
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with a foamed-in-place material inside the tube to eliminate natural convec-
tive heat transfer in the interior of the tube. To permit removal of valve
numbers 12, 13, 14 and 15 installed in the heat exchanger, the tubular stems
were cut. The latter was an alternative to removing the expansion engine
pods to provide the required clearance for removal. This was done after
methods for fabricating valves for re-installation had been considered. The
design concept required the application of a pinned joint in the center of
the stem. An analysis indicated the pinned joint did not contribute apprec-
iably to the conductive heat path and it was considered feasible.
The valve modification concept is shown in Figure 2.3. To incorporate the
non-rotating stem concept the valve was modified by providing a threaded
actuator isolated from the stem and a keyway between the bonnet "O" ring
seals to prevent rotation of the stem when the valve is opened or closed.
The seat was also modified to permit the application of a flat Teflon poppet
seal. This seal can be replaced, as required, when the refrigerator is not
operating.
All the components for this modification were fabricated during the contract
period. They were then assembled and the tubular stems were filled with a
foamed-ln-place closed cell polyurethane. The valves were then installed
in the refrigerator system and tested at 30°R to assure positive isolation of the
various elements in the system. This test was conducted by opening and
closing a pair of the valves in the manifold one hundred times and observing
the temperature sensors in the transfer lines to determine if any leakage of
cold gas existed. No leakage was evident during these tests. The valve
assemblies involved in the test were then disassembled and checked for evi-
dence of damage or wear. No deterioration of any component was apparent
so the valves were reassembled with new Teflon seats and reinstalled in the
manifold.
2.2 MODIFICATI ON OF THE REFRIGERATOR COMPRESSOR LUBRICATING
OIL REMOVAL SYSTEM
The application of a modified air compressor to the helium refrigeration system
required the use of standard compressor lubricating techniques for the cylinders
18
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and valves and a pressurized lubricating system for the hydrodynamic bearings
in the isolated crankcase enclosure of the compressor. The latter contributes
negligible quantities of oil to the high pressure helium and was therefore not con-
sidered in the modification. The former does, however, introduce significant
quantities of oil into the effluent stream of high pressure helium, which must be
removed to prevent a build-up in the low temperature regions of the refrigerator.
Originally when the system was designed, the compressor lubrication requirements
for the pistons and valves were established at 0.10 Ibs/hr which is introduced by
a positive displacement type lubricator system which distributes it to the pistons.
The carry-over was to be removed by the interstage traps and an agglomerator,
fume filter, charcoal filter combination positioned downstream of the aftercooler
shown in Figure 2.4.
In addition, the migration of compressor lubricating oil was anticipated and pro-
visions were incorporated into the system to permit removal of the oil collected
on the heat exchanger surfaces. The removal is accomplished by isolating the
heat exchanger from the remaining system and connecting a Freon solvent circu-
lating loop to designated connections. Any oil that may be present on the heat
exchanger surface is highly miscible in this Freon solvent and as such is carried
with the solvent into the supply container.
The procedure for cleaning the heat exchanger siJrfaces appears quite straight-
forward requiring a minimum Freon purging time of three hours, and approximately
twelve hours for the initial set-up and subsequent refrigerator helium purge. How-
ever, it has proven in practice to be difficult to completely purge the Freon from
the system thus causing freeze-out in the expansion engines when the refrigerator
is operating.
Any extension of the operating time between oil removal will reduce this possibility
which entails the removal of the engines for cleaning.
In addition, the solvent is a relatively high cost item and it is self-evident that the
extension of operating time between oil removal will reduce this cost.
After initial evidence of oil in the heat exchanger, as shown by increased pressure
differential and reduction in heat transfer, effort to determine the effectiveness of
the various oil removal units was undertaken. It was concluded that the agglomerator
was not performing its design function of removing 96% of the oil carry-over. As
a result an alternate method of sealing the base of the filter units was incorporated,
with insignificant results, and subsequently the porous filter elements were replaced
with a fiberglass element which only slightly improved the performance of the unit.
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Various filter manufacturers were solicited in an effort to obtain a more adequate
oll removal equipment with again, only limited results. Following this, a determ-
ination of the helium velocity in the unit was made which indicated that maxi-
mum stream velocity existed where the lubricating oil was intended to collect
indicating that a modification to alleviate this condition was a requisite to
improve its performance.
To accomplish this, the unit, as installed, was disassembled and a large diameter
filter assembly was designed and incorporated into the unit. (See Figure 2.5).
Some of the features included were redirecting the flow over an inlet baffle
to preclude previously existing flow impingement on the filter elements and
the routing of the flow through four large diameter fiberglass filter elements
which are in series with each other.
The results of the modification were then evaluated by operating the compressor
in a closed loop system with the expansion tank and obtaining volumetric measure
of the oil collected in the system. The oil removed was in excess by an order of
magnitude of that removed by any previous modification, and the unit removed
approximately 90% of the oil collected in all the oil removal system.
This increase in oll removal in the agglomerator decreases the oil removal require-
ment of the fume filter quite drastically thus enabling it to operate more efficiently.
This, in turn, reduces the amount of carryover oil into the heat exchanger.
The improvement, though significant, still does not meet the 96% removal criteria
established in the system design, but the substantial increase in oil removal by the
agglomerator indicates the operating time between freon purging of the system will
be extended appreciably.
2.3 REFRIGERATOR ENGINE POD EQUIPMENT
The overhaul of the refrigeration equipment contained in the engine pods was initiated
early in the maintenance program. The disassembly and inspection was scheduled to
coincide with a pre-establlshed visit of representatives from Arthur D. Little, Inc. They
observed the disassembly and inspection phase of the maintenance.
2.3.1 Overhaul of the Refrigerator Crosshead Assemblies
The crosshead assemblies are positioned in the bottom of the engine pods and connected
to the engines by tensile rods for the valves and pistons. The crossheads convert the
linear motion of the pistons to a rotary motion which is used to operate a gear type oil
pump to dissipate the engine work. The shaft connected to the pump also has provision
for the inlet and exhaust valve cam installation. The stuffing boxes incorporated in the
22
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top of the crosshead assembly seal the crankcase from the helium flow through
the engines.
Two expansion engines are connected to each crosshead to minimize equipment
size and operational problems as well as minimize pulsations in the gas pressure.
The piston oF each engine is connected to a slipper which in turn actuates a
connecting rod attached to the shaft rotary eccentric. The possibility of this
slipper introducing non-aligned loading into the piston rod was considered as
a possible cause of the short operating life of the piston rods.
The crossheads were removed, disassembled and significant dimensions checked
against the drawing requirements. The comparison of these dimensions did not
indicate that significant wear had occurred; however, there were indications
that the clamping arrangement for the piston rod in the slipper could cause sub-
stantial misalignment when transmitting the load from the piston rod into the
slipper. By modifying the clamp to eliminate the evident mlsalignment, good
alignment was obtained. Subsequently, the clamps were modified for all the
engines, the stuffing boxes were rebuilt and the crossheads reassembled.
2.3.2 Overhaul of the Expansion Engines
The four expansion engines in pod nos. 1 and 2 were removed and completely
disassembled. A dimensional inspection of all engine components that are subject
to wear was made and there were no components which exceeded the dimensional
operating tolerances.
Each component was then individually inspected for evidence of wear which
would not necessarily be evident in the dimensional inspection and the valve
tensile rods were straightened to assure alignment. Distance pieces were ins-
pected to determine perpendicularity and the piston gas seal, which is a
labrlnth type, was inspected. In all instances, the components were within
operating tolerances. The "O" ring seal grooves were inspected and polished
and the rod sheaths were inspected to establish their serviceability. After
determlnlng that all of these components were in satisfactory operating con-
dition, the engines were reassembled with new piston rods and gaskets being
installed. The new rods were installed due to evidence of wear at the slipper
connection of the existing rods. Careful leak testing was performed for a period
of eight hours on each engine. Thls was accomplished by submerglng the engine
in water and imposing helium pressure on all engine cavities that would nor-
mally require pressure integrity during operation. When this test established
24
pressure integrity of each of the engines, they were removed from the tank,
dried and reinstalled in the engine pods.
Operation of the engines during component testing and subsequently during
the calorimeter tests indicated that performance was in conformance with
the refrigerator operating characteristics.
2.4 CALIBRATION OF REFRIGERATOR TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
GAUGES
The calibration of the temperature and pressure gauges in the refrigerator
console were checked so that the temperatures can be ascertained for trouble
shooting purposes.
2.4.1 Description of Temperature Gauges
The temperature sensors are of the gas thermometer type. Such thermometers
operate on the principal that under conditions where Charles' law is valid,
the temperature of a measured quantity of gas can be deduced from the
measured gas pressure. The thermometers under discussion consist of a pre-
cision Bourdon gauge to which a gas filled bulb is connected by means of a
capillary tube. The system is filled at a known temperature with a gas at a
certain pressure, depending on the desired range for the gauge, and is then
sealed off. The gauge is then calibrated at temperature check points other
than that at which it was filled. The thermometers are helium filled Foxboro
Class IIIB in two ranges, 0-300°R and 0-600°R, with 5 in. indicator dials
and were furnished by the Foxboro Company, Foxboro, Massachusetts. The
0-600°R gauges are equipped with double electric contact attachments for
sounding an alarm if the temperature decreases or increases beyond certain
limits during refrigerator operation.
2.4.1.1 Location and Use
Table 1 gives the locations of the gas thermometers which were checked.
The location point numbers are shown in Figure 2.1. In general, the
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TABLE 1
REFRIGERATORTEMPERATUREGAUGE LOCATIONS
POINT *
15
15-1
15A
15 A-1
LOCA TI ON
Inlet, Engines #1 & #2
Inlet, Engines #1 & #2
Inlet, Engines #3 & #4
Inlet, Engines #3 & #4
17 Exhaust, Engine #3
17A
RANG E (°R)
0-600
ALARM CONTACTS""
Yes
0-300 No
0-600 Yes •
0-300 No
0-600 Yes
0-300 NoExhaust, Engine #3
18 Exhaust, Engine #4 0-600 Yes
18 A Exhaust, Engine //4 0-300 No
19 Exhaust, Engine //1 0-600 Yes
19 A Exhaust, Engine #1 0-300 No
20 Exhaust, Engine #2 0-600 Yes
20 A Exhaust, Engine //2 0-300 No
See Figure 2.1
Not used during normal operation
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thermometerbulbsare placed in a well in the center of the refrigerant flow
at the locations indicated with approximately20 feet of capillary to the indi-
cating gaugeon the control panel.
A small temperaturedifferential acrossan engine may indicate leakageof
heliumpasteither the intake or exhaustvalves or acrossthe piston to the
low pressureside and will result in inability to obtain designconditions.
A small temperaturedifferential with normalgaspressuresmaybeaccomp-
anied by slow enginesand will indicate excessivefriction, possiblydue to
frozen impuritiesor metal particles in the helium refrigerant.
A suddenlossof temperaturedifferential may indicate a malfunction in
the valve assembly such as a broken spring or separated valve mount and
rod.
2.4.1.2 Purpose of Calibration Check
The gas thermometers in this system are not used to monitor primary tempera-
tures such as test specimen temperatures. They are, however, used as a
means of monitoring the condition of components such as the expansion engines.
While their response time is slow they are still an acceptable method of ob-
taining approximate temperatures. Past experience had indicated occasional
erratic action as well as longer than normal response times and in one specific
instance, an apparent erroneous reading.
Under the best conditions gas thermometers can develop leaks over extended
periods of operation which would result in atmospherTc gases entering the
bulbs at low temperatures and thus changing the calibrations. In this appli-
cation, there is also the possibility of physical damage to the extended
capillary and to the gauge with the possibility of wear in the gauge linkage.
In the gauges with electric contacts, there is the possibility of damage to
the contacts, particularly to the contact arms during adjustment.
2.4.1.3 Procedure and Results
The bulbs on the 12 thermometers which were checked were removed from
27
their operatingpositionsandsubmergedin LN2 and allowed to reach
equilibrium while the temperatureindicated at the gaugewasnoted. Except
for the O-300°Rthermometerat the exhaustposition of engine number2,
all of the thermometersreadwithin 5°R of the set point temperature(139.5°R).
Theerrorsappearedto be randomand were attributed to wear in the gauge
as possibleto the set point by adjusting the gaugeneedle rather than re-
evacuating and filling.
The electric contact points of the O-600°R gauges were checked and found
to be operative.
The O-300°R thermometer at the exhaust of number 2 engine showed a full
scale reading when submerged in LN2 so it was evacuated and leak tested.
There appeared to be a leak but it could not be located on the accessible
portion of the thermometer system. The thermometer was filled with helium
at LN 2 temperature to a pressure corresponding to this set point on the gauge
and sealed off. Its' performance gradually deteriorated and it was concluded
that leaks existed in tile portion of the capillary which is not readily access-
ible. Since this gauge functions mostly in a redundant capacity, its repair
and the attainment of the original read-out capability of the system would not
justify the major effort that would be involved and the gauge has been marked
"inoperative".
2.4.2 Calibration of Refrigerator Pressure Gauges
The pressure gauges in the refrigerator system are of the Bourdon tube type.
Where the gauges are used to measure the pressure in the low temperature gas
stream the pressure tap is positioned to provide a sufficient length of tubing
to the gauge thus precluding the low temperature effects on the gauge. The
gauges calibrated are mounted in the refrigerator operating panel and at
appropriate locations in the compressor building.
The gauges were calibrated by connecting the gauge to a pressure chamber
which included a calibrated (Heise) gauge, and comparing incremental pres-
sure increases with those on the test gauge. The results indicate the percent
error for the full-range of each gauge tested t and are shown in Table 2.
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Point*
7
11
13
16
21
25
27
28
TABLE 2
REFRIGERATOR PRESSURE GAUGES LOCATION AND CALIBRATION
Instrument Range
0-200 psiPressure
Gauge
Pressure
Gauge
Pressure
Gauge
Pressure
Gauge
Pressure
Gauge
Pressure
Gauge
Pressure
Gauge
Pressure
Gauge
Pressure
Ga uge
Pressure
Gauge
0-200 psi
0-400 psi
0-200 psi
0-400 psi
0-400 psi
0-400 psi
0-200 psi
0-200 psi
0-200 psi
Purpose
Measures compressor
suction pressure
Measures second stage
compressor suction
pressure
Measures second stage
compressor discha rge
pressure
Measures compressor
suction pressure
Measures compressor
discharge pressure
Measures inlet gas
pressure to all expansion
engines
Measures inlet pressure
to charcoal filter
Measures heat exchanger
(cold end) gas return
pressure
Measures exhaust gas
pressure from #3 & #4
expansion engines
Full Scale Calibration-
Percent Error
1.0 %
0.25 %
0.5 %
0.0 %
0.6 %
0.6 %
0.29 %
0.57 %
1.0 %
Measures exhaust gas
pressure from #1 & #2
engines
0.0 %
* See Figure 2.1
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2.5 PRESSURE TESTING AND VERIFICATION OF PRESSURE RELIEVING
DEVICES
Pressure relieving devices are incorporated into the refrigerator system to pre-
vent excessive pressures in any segment of the system. The relief valves are,
in general, of the spring loaded type and are pre-set to open when the pres-
.... I _l .... s. .... I .... I........... _.k ...... ,'._.l-:_ _k ......... ,._ ;_e,,I,..,.I-_,._
sure ux_uuub i[1_ _1 VUIUGF IIUW_V_l/ IIIU_G tJlUIV_,_bllll_ Illr_ VUVUUII! iil._Vl_.411,1_
spaces are closed and sealed by atmospheric pressure and will open when the
internal pressure is sufficient to overcome the weight of the poppet.
Several valves are supplemented by rupture discs which are essentially a thin
metal diaphragm which is designed to fail at a pressure well below the pres-
sure of the weakest component in the system it protects. The discs are incorp-
orated into the system where cold gas may be trapped which can warm-up and
cause excessive pressure and, as indicated, they are used as a positive pressure
relieving device in parallel with the relief valves. This arrangement has been
incorporated into the system where the failure of the relief valve would permit
pressure to exceed the rupture pressure of components.
2.5. 1 Pressure Relief Valves
Tables 3 a, 3 b and 3 c list the pressure relief valves that were removed from
the system and tested to establish if the cracking pressure was as prescribed.
Each valve was connected to a regulated nitrogen gas pressure source with
suitable adapters and the pressure was then increased until the valve opened.
This pressure was then recorded as the cracking pressure in the table.
2.5.2 Rupture Discs
The rupture discs were inspected in an effort to determine if the discs had sus-
tained excessive strain which implies incipient failure. If the latter condition
was evident the discs were replaced; all others were considered satisfactory.
2.6 MODIFICATION OF REFRIGERATOR RESISTANCE THERMOMETER
INSTALLATION
The six primary temperature sensing devices (Figure 2.1), platinum resistance thermometers,
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in the refrigerant supply lines were removed and the refrigerator was modified
to allow accessibility for future recallbration. The six sensing devices were
replaced with the same or like devices calibrated to NBS standards by accepted
techniques.
The purpose in recalibrating the sensors was to correct for any physical changes
which might have occurred in the sensors in the approximately three years of
operation° Such changes would be due to the extended temperature cycling
and possibly due to the impingement of particulate matter in the flowing helium
and conceivably due to physical damage during original installation. Although
the original intent was to place these sensors near the head of the test loops in
the irradiation field, the actual location in the transfer line manifold, as shown
in Figure 2.6, does not require consideration of radiation effects on the sensor
resistances.
A method of removing the permanently installed sensors was established and the
assemblies were removed from the transfer lines. The sensors were sent to Rose-
mount Engineering Company for calibration during the modification of the en-
closures. The results were subsequently compared with original calibration data.
The sensor in the manifold return line was not replaced or recalibrated because
of the major effort in disassembly and reconstruction which would have been
required to do so. This was considered reasonable in view of the minor changes
evident in the sensors which had been recalibrated and that this sensor measures
the return temperature to the heat exchanger which is not essentially in main-
taining the test specimen temperature. The latter is maintained by varying mass
flow through the test loop so that the inlet and outlet sensor temperatures are
stabili zed at calibrated tempera tures.
2.6. 1 Original Construction
As shown in Figure 2. 6 and Figure 2.7, the sensors were mounted in wells in the
individual vacuum-powder insulated lines between the manifold inlet and outlet
headers and the transfer line swivel joints with the sensor in the center of the
helium flow and with the sensor axis at a 45 degree angle to the helium line.
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The individual sensor including its 3 pin connector was enclosed in the
helium pressurized volume as were the leads, mostly in a helical coil
enclosure, from the sensor to Fusite connector feed thrus in the terminal
block. The helium was sealed from atmospheric pressure by an O-ring
seal between the terminal block and the housing assembly flange. The
Fusite connectors were protected and the leads were supported by the
terminal cap.
This construction reduced the heat leak to the sensors, permitted fast initial
assembly, and allowed good vacuum and helium sealing and good support and
protection of the sensor and leads. The construction, however, did not per-
mit convenient removal and replacement of the sensors because the enclosure
and tubing were seal welded in place as the assembly was progressively fabri-
ca ted.
2. 6. 2 Modification
Alternative modifications were considered which would permit convenient re-
moval and replacement of the sensor while maintaining low heat leak to the
sensor.
The first alternative considered was to extend the inner tube all the way to
the housing assembly flange with appropriate flange, helium seal, and lead
terminals mounted as originally. This would have allowed very easy removal
of the sensor after removal of the terminal block, while maintaining the vacuum
insulation. However, calculations of the conductive heat leak indicated an
order of magnitude increase over the original to about 15 watts per sensor and
this alternative was abandoned in favor of the somewhat more complex arrange-
ment shown in Figure 2.8 (and in Lockheed Drawing Nos. 108-220 and 108-
223).
This arrangement eliminates all conductive heat leak except that through the
lead wires between the inner tube flange and the outer tube flange. Essenti-
ally, the modification consists of replacement of the small diameter coil lead
enclosure and solder vacuum seal at the flange with Teflon and Kovar seals,
breaking the leads with the additional feed-thrus.
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Although not indicated in the figure, the leads within the inner tube are
helically extended in length and most of the enclosed volume of the inner
tube is filled with a molded foam insulation insert. The leads between the
inner and outer volumes are also extended to facilitate assembly as well as
to reduce heat leakage.
The Kovar type seals were used to replace the Fusite seals in order to reduce
space requirements for the feed-thrus and at the same time, maintain integ-
rity during thermal cycling.
Modification procedure consisted of the following steps:
1. Construct scaffolding (over empty quadrant).
2. Remove original sensors by cutting the housing assembly.
3. Fabricate inner and outer wall assemblies by machining
and welding.
4. Test feed-thru terminals.
. Leak test the inner and outer tube assemblies individually
after constructing a special fixture for testing the outer
tube assemblies.
6. Repair leaks.
. Temperature cycling testing of the inner tube assemblies
to LN 2 temperature and lea k testing and repairing leaks
in these assemblies.
8. Weld inner and outer tube assemblies into place.
9. Pressure test manifold, locating leaks at nozzles and re-
pairing leaks that appeared in outer tube assemblies.
10. Wire (with extended lengths where desirable).
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11. Install sensorsin manifold housings.
12. Checkresistanceto ground ( >200 megohms)
13. Makemoldedfoaminserts.
14. Replacecrackedor apparently damagedfeed-thrus.
15. Make final assembly.
16. Testwith refrigerator operating.
2.6. 3 SensorDescriptionand Calibration
Theresistancethermometersusedare: OpenWire Sensor_Temperature_Plat-
inum ResistanceType, RosemountEngineeringCompany,Type 152-84.
Theyare designedfor usein the range-435°F to +500°F and usea precision
platinum resistanceelementsupportedby a light cageand exposedto the working
fluid. Theelement is generally protected by a stainlesssteel guardtube with
additional supportof the platinum tip. Theexposedelement constructionaffords
extremely fast responsein fluid mediaand is suitable for usein helium in the
flow conditionsof this facillty.
Externalpartsare of stainlesssteeland the sensorsare individually vibration
tested.
Theyare stability testedto withstand50 consecutive temperatureshocksfrom
boiling water to LN2 temperatures° Insulation resistanceexceeds10megohms
at 100volts D.C.
Theleadsareof low-temperature-coefficient-of-resistivity and the sensorsare
operatedwith a current (_ 2 ma)sufficient to eliminate the need to consider
thermoelectric effects yet low enough that self-heating is negligible. A third
lead to the platinum element eliminates most of the effects of variation in lead
resistance.
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A basic Wheatstone Bridge arrangement is used to determine the sensor re-
sistance for temperature determinations. The change in resistance with
temperature is automatically balanced with the position of the balanclng
motor indicated on a recorder as ohms. This reading is converted to tempera-
ture from individual sensor calibration sheets or curves.
Figure 2.9 shows the sensor numbers and positions on the helium flow sche-
matic along with the serial numbers of sensors after equipment modification.
Table 4 shows the old sensor serial numbers along with the new serial num-
bers and the last calibration dates of the sensors in use after equipment modifi-
cation.
All calibrations (or recalibrations) were by Rosemount Engineering Company
utilizing equipment with calibration directly traceable to the National Bureau
of Standards. Applicable test data is on file at Rosemount Engineering Com-
pany. Specific calibration data are shown in Appendix A.
Sensors 2 (Ser. No. 467), 5 (Ser. No. 392) and 6 (Ser. No. 391) were cali-
brated by the "NBS-Corruccini Three Point Method" reported in NBS-CEL
Project No. 8131 by R. J. Corruccini. The remaining sensors were calibrated
at an earlier date by an older1 two point technique that is sufficiently accur-
ate for this application of the sensors.
The accuracy required for the experimental program is + l°R so that a calibra-
tion accuracy of + 0. l°R is considered adequate and +- 0.05°R desirable.
The three calibration temperatures and corresponding resistors are shown on
the calibration sheets for Sensors 2, 5 and 6 along with an FSC factor and
DRM factor for the particular sensor. The FSC factor is the ratio of the
difference in resistance between the extreme calibration temperatures for the
sensor divided by the same difference for the secondary standard resistance.
The DRM factor is the error (in ohms)at the third calibration point.
The sensors not used previously were not recalibrated since there was no possi-
bility of strain or other damage after their original calibration and since the
older calibration technique used by Rosemount Engineering Company was
sufficiently accurate.
A comparison of the original calibration data with the current calibration was made
by interpolating the current resistance value into the original resistance data. The
results showing the magnitude and direction of variation in temperature are shown
in Table 4 a.
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TABLE 4
PLATINUM RESISTANCE TEMPERATURE SENSOR POSITIONS
Sensor Sensor Position
No,
Old
Serial No.
New
Serial No. Calibration Date
1 Loop #1 Return 389 467 11-03-61
2 Loop #1 Inlet 392 468 05-06-65
3 Loop t/2 Return 388 476 01-25-62
4 Loop //2 Inlet 468 477 01-25-62
5 Loop #3 Return 391 392* 05-06-65
6 Loop #3 Inlet 384 391"* 05-06-65
4327 Manifold Return***
i
* No guard
432 11-03-61
Orig. Calib.
Temp. °R
ADL fabricated guard
Not replaced or re-calibrated
TABLE 4a
VARIATION IN TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION OF PREVIOUSLY
CALIBRATED PLATINUM RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS
Change in Temperature New Calibation in °R
Serial No. Serial No. Serial No.
+ 0.46
391 392 468
30 + 0.36 + 0.29 + 0.45
140 + 0.22 + 0.15 + 0.22
560 ÷ 0.39 + 0.51
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The new calibrations on those sensors which were used previously were
compared to the old calibrations° The sensors serial numbered 391 and 392
showed differences of less than 0.5°R in the range 25°R to 35°R while the
sensor serial numbered 468 showed negligible differences. Although per-
haps coincidental, the former two sensors were used previously without
guards while the Jatter was used with a protective guard. The sensor
probe guard is a fine mesh screen installed over the perforated tube that
protects the wound platinum wire sensor element. This guard was originally
incorporated by Arthur D. Little, Inc., to prevent additional failures caused
by stream borne particulate matter since the replacement of a sensor required
extensive repaireffort on the manifold. It has since been concluded that the
early failures were the result of residue in the system that persisted through
the cleaning processes that followed fabrication and assembly of the refrig-
erator.
2.6. 4 Conclusions and Expected Performance
The equipment modification as described permits ready access to the tempera-
ture sensing devices in the helium transfer lines while maintaining low heat
leak, maintaining the original sensor placement and maintaining the integrity
of the electrical measurement circuit.
Any one of the sensing devices can be removed and replaced in a limited time,
after breaking the manifold insulating vacuum.
Procedure for sensor removal is as follows with replacement being the reverse:
1. Shut off helium.
2. Break manifold vacuum.
3. Remove outer tube cover.
4. Remove inner cap.
5. Remove molded foam insert.
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6. Disconnect 3 pin connectors.
7. Remove sensor
Based on the required accuracy of the primary temperature measurement and the
comparison between old and new calibrations the sensors can be used for approx-
imately two years of normal operation without further recallbration.
The refrigerator system was operated subsequent to making this modification and
a thermocouple was placed on the outer tube enclosure cap to measure the temp-
erature of the cap. When the system was operating at 30°R, the indicated
temperature was 55°F.
2.7 CALORIMETER TESTS OF THE REFRIGERATOR SYSTEM
The calorimetric test of the refrigeration system was performed at various tempera-
ture levels. These tests included the heat leak in the system through the transfer
lines and valve chest, but no actual test loops. The latter was simulated by using
available calorimeters which permitted the application of varied measurable heat
loads. Tests were performed at various temperatures to determine the refrigeration
available to maintain the specimen at the designated temperature with return
temperatures of 30.8°R, 150°R, 340°R and 572°R.
2.7.1 Theoretical Performance Characteristics
The refrigeration at these temperatures is nearly equivalent to the mass flow times
the change in enthalpy of the refrigerant. In the positive displacement cycle
used to provide this refrigeration, mass flow is a function of the exhaust pressure
and temperature of the expansion engine and the rpm at which the engine is
operated. To more clearly describe this, a general operating condition was
assumed and an analysis performed to indicate the limitations and characteristics
of this type of refrigeration system, as shown in Figure 2.10.
To obtain the total refrigeration provided by the expansion engines, the following
conditions were assumed:
Engine inlet pressure, P2 300 psia
Engine exhaust pressure, P3 50 psia
Engine inlet temperature, T2 540 to 36°R
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FIGURE 2. 10 REFRIGERATION CYCLE
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Usingthesevalues, the work doneby the engineswasdeterminedby the
fol lowing relationship:
WE= (h2 - h3)=
Where:
f
k RT2 pJ(f / k - 1k -1
k-1
C
k -- P
C
V
This work represents the total refrigeration in the cycle although the adiabatic
irreversible effects (throttling) may contribute negligible refrigeration below
the inversion temperature of the gas. The expansion efficiency of the engines
(T_) was assumed to be 75 per cent throughout the temperature range of the
analysis.
It is evident that the mass flow (G Ib/hr) must be determined to establish the
total refrigeration. This was done by assuming that the engine valve timing
throughout the stroke did not significantly effect the total displacement volume
during a revolution of the engine, so displacement was determined by the fol-
lowing:
Stroke 1.81 inches
Piston Diameter 2.75 inches
Speed 330 rpm
for 4 engines displacement = (4)
1.81 (0.7854) (2.75) 2 (330) 60
1728
ft 3
= 492.69
After determining the displacement it was applied to establish the mass flow as follows:
ft 3
displ.
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Recognizing that the specific volume is a function of both temperature and
pressure, values were obtained from the Table of Thermodynamic Properties
of Helium, NBS Tech. Note 154A Jan. 1962. The mass flow, so determined,
for an engine speed of 330 rpm and effluent pressure and temperature, prev-
iously established by the change in enthalpy through the engines, is plotted
in Figure 2.10.1 bo The specific volume varies from that determined by ideal
gas relaltorl_rltp:_ I WIIIbfl IIIUIbUI_._ U t_,_Y I%_11 I_11 IIVIII l%_l%_1 _ ......
When this became evident, the relationship of C_, Cv and k with respect to
,k'
temperature and operating pressures was determined from the tabulated values
as fol lows:
AH
C =
P
WAT
AU
C =
v
WAT
These values are plotted in Figure 2.10.1 a. relative to temperature and pressure.
The heat exchanger requirements were established from an early design study and
the values were assumed to be valid. The values are plotted in Figure 2.10.1.c.
The total refrigeration available to dissipate heat leak and gamma heating is the
difference between the engine work and the refrigeration required to pre-cool the
compressed gas to the engine inlet temperature. Inasmuch as the specific volume
and temperature of the gas are nearly inversely proportional until significant
changes occur in the specific heats, the total refrigeration is nearly constant.
The heat exchanger requirements with temperature dependent properties of the
Prandtl and Reynolds numbers which, in turn, changes the required At to effect
the heat transfer.
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It is evident that the test loop refrigeration available diminishes throughout the
operating temperature range and the Z_ t, across the test loop, will increase for
a given load as the temperature increases.
The example presented is intended to define general operating characteristics
and does not reflect actual performance, in which the various parameters can
be altered to effect optimum refrigeration for test requirements.
The calorimeter test was performed by simulating the heat leak and test loop
load with a calorimeter which is essentially a thermally isolated electric heater
which provides a measurable heat load.
2.7.2 Calorimeter Tests and Results
A schematic diagram of the system and individual schematics of each heater
condition in the tests with observed data is presented together with available
refrigeration at the designated temperature levels in Figures 2.11, 2.12,
2.13 and 2.14. The results indicate a slightly higher engine expansion effic-
iency in all cases and a substantially reduced heat leak at the higher tempera-
tures; however, it also reflects the increasing _ t between the inlet and outlet
sensors required to obtain maximum refrigeration. Careful load application
with the various heaters will permit minimizing this so better temperature
control can be maintained at the test specimen.
The calorimeter testing of the refrigerator was performed by substituting a ther-
mally isolated heater in place of the tensile test loop. The heat leak into the
transfer lines and calorimeter from the external environment was previously
measured by stabilizing the refrigerator temperature with a measurable load on
the main heater while the transfer lines and calorimeter were isolated, by valves,
from the system. Then, by opening the valves and stabilizing the system at
equivalent conditions by reducing the power input to the main heater, the re-
duction in power input was considered equivalent to the heat leak in the transfer
lines and calorimeter enclosures. To verify this value, the lines and calorimeter
were isolated again by the valves and refrigerator stabilized by increasing the
power to the main heater.
The heat leak of a set of transfer lines and the calorimeter was 140 watts at 30°R
and 80 watts at 150°R and considered negligible at 340°R.
5O
280 Watts
t 535.2 Ib__shr.
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<L__.
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hr.
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---4
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30.8°R
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FIGURE 2.11 REFRIGERATOR CALORIMETER TEST 30°R
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FIGURE 2.12 REFRIGERATOR CALORIMETER TEST 150°R
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FIGURE 2.13 REFRIGERATOR CALORIMETER TEST 340°R
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FIGURE2.14 REFRIGERATORCALORIMETERTEST 540°R
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After establishing the heat leak into the calorimeter and transfer lines, tests
to determine the refrigeration capacity were performed by applying measurable
heat loads to heaters in the system so that the return temperature would stabilize
at the predetermined level. The Z_t recorded for each calorimeter and its assoc-
iated lines indicates the mass flow that is routed through the loop and it is evi-
dent that the total mass flow from the expansion engines is distributed relative
to the heater load in the test loops if the return temperature is maintained at a
constant temperature. The latter relationship was used to corroborate the recorded
data by performing a heat balance.
2.7. 3 Heat Balance Test Verification
A thermodynamic heat balance was performed by establishing the flow requirements
to dissipate the load through the transfer line and calorimeter system and then
going back through the trim heater and the main heater arrangement to establish
the effluent temperature of the expanded helium gas at the engine exhaust. The
temperature at this point was, in turn, related to engine rpm and to tabulated
specific volume data to determine the credibility of the data obtained. A typical
evaluation is shown below for loop 1.
Heat Load - lines and calorimeter heat leak 140 watts
calorimeter heater 100 watts
Total 240 watts
Inlet temperature 27. 4°R
Outlet temperature 30. 8°R
Inlet pressure 59. 70 psia
Outlet pressure 48.70 psia
The change in enthalpy (AH) of the gas between the inlet and outlet conditions was
obtained from a helium property table with double interpolation.
AH= 4.73 __BTU and 240 watts (3.41) BTU =818.4 BTU
Ib r'TiT-- hr
818.4 BT--U-U
G = hr -- 173.0 Ib
4.73 BT__U hr
Ib
wa t ts
55
BTU
TheAH for the conditions observedin loop 2 wasdeterminedas 7. 33 "lb--- "
Thetotal heat load between loop 2 sensorswas640watts; therefore:
640 (3.41) = 2182 BTU
hr
BTU
and 2182
7. 33 BTU
= 297.7 Ib
hr
This indicates that the flow throughthe loopsmustbe 470.7 Ib .
hr
In addition_ gasflowing throughthe manifold by-passmustbe sufficient to reduce
the temperatureof the effluent gas from loop 2 From31.9°R to 30.8°R and the
temperatureentering the by-passwasestimatedat 26.0°R which appearsreasonable
relative to the recorded loop inlet temperatures. Theenthalpy balance indicates
that:
425.7 BTU mustbe removedby the 26°R by-passgas; therefore,hr
the massflow throughthe by-pass Ap valve is:
G2= 297.7 _h 2
Ah 1
Ah 1 from26.0°Rat60.00psia to 30. 8°R at 50. 00 psia = 6.60 BTU
Z_h 2 from 31. 9°R at 60. 00 psia to 30. 8°R at 50. 00 psia = 1.43 BTU
Ib
The total mass flow in the system is therefore:
173.0 Ibs through loop 1
hr
297. 7 Ibs through loop 2
hr
56
64.5 Ibs throughby-pass
535.2 Ibs Total MassFlow
hr
The test resultsfor the other temperaturelevels were similarly evaluated to deter-
mine the credibility of the test data. Theyall indicate that there is some loss
in refrigeration between the engine exhaust and the inlet to the main heater in
the manifold assembly but provide acceptable heat balance. In addition, the
determination of mass flow is compatible with theoretical values within normal
experimental error. The application of an inductive type wattmeter and deter-
mination of mass flow from previously recorded values at similar operating con-
ditions can introduce errors in applied heat load and total refrigeration available.
The latter is a function of all the performance characteristics of the engines
including valve leakage, sleeve and piston conditions, which will vary with
relative wear during engine component llfe. The total estimated error could be
as much as ± 5%.
The mass flow distribution indicated was established by analytical methods relating
load to refrigeration requirements and total flow to the previously measured mass
flows to ascertain the credibility of test results.
The test performed at 540°R indicates a reversal of heat transfer in the heat ex-
changer and though refrigeration is available, it will be progressively reduced as
the return temperature increases.
'A summary of the calorimeter test results are shown in Table 5 and Figure 2.15.
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3 TESTLOOPS
TheGovernmentsuppliedtest loops, briefly describedin Section 1.3 of this
report, had beenusedextensively prior to the inaguration of this contract.
Thisprior usagehad causedsomeloop deterioration. Thecorrection of this
condition wasthe objective of Section Bof Exhibit "A", Scopeof Work, in
Contract NAS 3-6210.
3. 1 IRRADIATIONHISTORY
Threeof the loopshad historiesot: in-pile exposureto the PlumBrookReactor
field which formedradioactive isotopeswithin the structural materials. The
resultant activity imposedthe requirementof remotehandlingand/or shielding
of the forwardportion of theseloops. Theirradiation historyof each loop and
headassemblyis given in Table 6.
TABLE6
IRRADIATIONHISTORYOF TESTLOOPAND HEADASSEMBLIES
Loop Head
No. No.
201- 201-
001
002
003
0O4
OO5
Prototype
TotaI.Dose*(
ThermaI
0
007 19.3
008 12.4
010 25.4
009 0
x1017nvt)
Fast
0
Date of
Latest
Irradiation
N. I°
Measured Level
of Activity and
Date of Measurement
62.4 12-19-64 160 R/hr, 02-24-65
40.0 03-25-64 25 R/hr, 05-25-65
81.9 12-19-64 N.M.
0 N.I. -
* at the test specimen location
N.I. not irradiated
N.M. not monitored
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3.2 RE-EVACUATION OF TEST LOOP HEAD ASSEMBLIES
As mentioned in Section 1.3, the test loop heads contain an evacuated insulating
annular space between the cryogenic test zone and the outer surface. The quality
• _ ,J..;_s,. _. _I ' ' "
of the vacu_Jm in fh_= _nn..I,,r space _s _U_,l==l to....................... gruuual but progressive aeter_ora-
tion due to age and irradiation induced off-gassing. Development of techniques
for the periodic re-evacuation of these heads as a cost saving method was part of
the scope of work in this project. One of the five test loop head assemblies, listed
in Table 6, as the prototype associated with test loop 201-001, has a permanent
evacuation tube and valve arrangement which permits re-evacuatlon at any time. The
other four heads, however, are not so equipped since this arrangement would interfere
with insertion into the beam port. These four heads must have evacuation tubes ins-
talled prior to evacuation and pinched off and seal welded after evacuation. As
Table 6 shows, three of these heads have extensive irradiation histories and must be
handled by remote means.
The head assemblies are made essentially from 300 series stainless steel and have
a total weight of about sixteen and half pounds. The most active radio-isotope
formed from thermal neutron activation of the elements contained in stainless steels
is Manganese 56. However, Mn 56 has a half-life of only 2.56 hours and can be
permitted to decay to a low level before working on the test loops. The principal
activity in the test loops a few weeks after the most recent irradiation is from
Cobalt 60, with photon energies of 1.17 and as 1.13 Mev (gamma) and a half-life
of 5.25 years, and Tantalum 182, with energies of 1.13 and 1.22 Mev and a 115
day half-life. Smaller, but significant, contributions to the activity come from
Cr 51 and Fe59, with half lives in the order of a month.
3.2. 1 Evaluation Testing of Head Assemblies
The initial effort in the test loop head re-evacuation technique was to determine
the insulation characteristics of the head relative to the vacuum pressure in the
space surrounding the test chamber. The data obtained would then be used to
establish the relative condition of all the test loop heads.
The test loop head currently installed and used on the prototype loop was used
in obtaining the data. It was selected because it had never been irradiated and
the evacuation tube included a bellows seal type vacuum valve.
To obtain the data the vacuum space was originally vented to the atmosphere and
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the test cavity was filled with liquid nitrogen (140°R). After temperature stabi-
lization the level of the liquid in the head was measured and normal boil-off
to the atmosphere proceeded until the level was reduced by 2 inches. The time
required for the LN 2 level to be reduced 2 inches was recorded. This test was
repeated at various vacuum pressures in the insulating space and the time recorded
in each instance. The data so obtained is shown in Figure 3. 1 indicating a time
of 10. 25 minutes at 760 mm Hg to 44 minutes at 1.8x 10-5ram Hg. The boil-off
rate did not increase significantly after a pressure of 1 x 10-3 mm Hg had been obtained
in the insulating space.
The data was converted into heat leak by determining the volume of LN 2 in a 2
inch depth of the obround test cavity. This is approximately 23 in. 3 which is approx-
imately 0. 1 gallon and using the following value for LN2:
86.0 BTU latent heat of vaporization
The heat required to boil-off this quantity of LN 2 is then -
o. 1 Gal. (6.8) Ib (86.0) BTU = 58.5 BTU
_'_1 IT
To obtain consistent heat leak rotes this was related to each recorded time increment
as follows:
58.5 BTU (1) hr (60) rain. x 1
Time (rain) 3.41 BTU
Watt
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1.8x 10-5
1.0x 10-3
3.0x 10-3
7.5x 10-3
!.0x !0-2
2.1 x 10-2
3.0x 10-2
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FIGURE 3° 1 DEPENDENCE OF BOIL-OFF TIME FOR_-23 in 3
LIQUID NITROGEN ON PRESSURE IN ANNULAR
SPACE OF PROTOTYPE HEAD
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IThe results of this evaluation are plotted in Figure 3. 1.1 showing the reduction
in heat leak from the test performed at atmospheric pressure.
The data obtained and evaluated is used only as a criteria for determining the
relative condition of other heads tested in a similar way. The measurements
as made were not intended to provide definitive results but only a working
criteria to establish the relative condition of irradiated heads.
The conditions in which data was obtained for the boil-off heat leak criteria
differ significantly from those in which the test heads are used. The greater
Z_ T between room temperature and 30°R and room temperature and LN2
which exists in application is only one consideration and the possibility of
the presence of helium in an irradiated head exlstsl in addition, the thermal
characteristics of the system and the presence of an ionized gas in the vacuum
space will increase the heat leak substantially. The reduction in heat leak
shown, was established to provide a test criteria and should not be extrapolated
to determine total heat leak in a test head when used for irradiation testing.
3.2.2 Remote Handling Techniques
As previously stated, and as shown in Table 6, three of the test loop head assem-
blies are radioactive and must be handled by remote means. The second phase
of the development of evacuation techniques, therefore, was devoted to invest-
igation of remote handling methods for installation of evacuation tubes1 evacua-
tion, and cutting-off and sealing the evacuation tubes.
3.2.2. 1 Evacuation Tube Removal Fixtures
The development of remote techniques for installing evacuation tubes on the
irradiated heads was performed using mock-ups with a geometrical configuration
similar to that of the actual heads. A milling table was installed in the hot cave1
described in Section 1.5 of this report, to permit removal of the existing sealed
evacuation tube and mechanical preparation of the mock-up head for installation
of the new evacuation tube. This equipment, shown in Figure 3.21 consists of
an adjustable track with a clamping fixture to allow accurate positioning of the
head in the hot cave. A drill motor on a magnetic stand was equipped with a
4 in. circular saw blade for cutting off the sealed tube flush with a tangential
plane of the head. After the cut-off operation had been accomplished, the saw
was replaced with a reamer to size the tube orifice for proper fit of a bushing to
be installed as a source of filler metal for a welded tube to head connection. The
reamer was replaced with a spot face for final machining of the mock-up head.
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3.2o 2.2 Evacuation Tube Welding Fixture
A welding fixture for remote installation of the evacuation tube, shown in
Figure 3.2. 1, was then instal led in the hot cave for joining the evacuation
tube to the mock-up head. Figure 3.2. J also shows the joint design, which
includes a bushing prejoined by heliarc welding to the tube° The jig permits
the rotation of a heliarc torch around the evacuation tube to fuse the bushing
to the head. A short focal length 8X viewing lens was used outside the hot
cave viewing window to permit operator control of the welding operation.
A satisfactory weld, showing no leakage when tested with a helium mass
spectrometer leak detector, was obtained on the mock-up head before any
rework of actual heads was undertaken.
3.2.2.3 Mock-Up Vacuum Chamber Testing
Concurrently with the above work on techniques for machining and welding,
evacuation and sealing techniques were investigated. For this investigation,
test chambers with a volume of approximately 70 in. 3 equivalent to the volume
of the annular space in the actual heads, were constructed for these tests. The
chambers were evacuated as shown schematically in Figure 3.3. The initial tests
were intended only to demonstrate the feasibility of the operational system, and
the furnace shown in Figure 3.3. 1 was not used in the first two tests.
The first test chamber was evacuated through a 1/8 in. OD nickel evacuation
tube. The lowest pressure obtainable in this chamber was 6 x 10-5 mm of Hg.
The evacuation tube was crimped closed and sealed by inert gas welding. There
was a slight increase in chamber pressure at cut-off and after 48 hours, the chamber
pressure had increased to 50.0 x 10- mm hg°
A second chamber was similarly evacuated through a 1/4 in. OD stainless steel
tube. The pressure in this chamber reached a steady state of 8 x 10-6 mm of Hg.
There was no increase in pressure during sealing and the chamber pressure after
48 hours was less than 20.0 x 10-3 mm hg.
On the basis of these tests, the 1/4 in. OD stainless steel evacuation tube was
used in the third test, which simulated actual evacuation techniques proposed for
the heads. The chamber used in this test was equipped with an ionization gauge
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Pencil Type Heli-Arc Welding Unit
Replacement Evacuation Tube
Test Loop Head
_ Ball Bearing
\\\\\N\\_I
9"/////A
FIGURE 3.2.1 REMOTE HANDLING WELDING FIXTURE
TEST LOOP HEAD EVACUATION TUBE
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welded to the side of the chamber, rather than as shown in Figure 3.3, to permit
installation of the chamber in a furnace modified as shown in Figure 3.3. 1.
The modification of the bake-out oven, which was a commercially available unit,
consisted of fabricating and installing a flush type door and test loop head sup-
port cradle track assembly. The former modification was to maintain an elevated
temperature in the test head during tube seal-off as well as to eliminate the space
required for opening the door so the oven could be placed and used in the hot cave°
The latter modification provided the required support and handling characteristics
necessary for the remote handling requirements of irradiated test loop heads.
The 1/4 in. OD evacuation tube, about 10 inches in length, was connected to the
pumping system union by some five feet of 3/4 in. OD tubing, also to permit
installation of the chamber in the furnace. The test chamber was heated to 400°F
to accelerate off-gassing and held at this temperature during continuous evacuation
for approximately three weeks. The average pressure for the final week and a
half of evacuation was 5 x 10-6 mm of Hg, with occasional peaking of the pressure
due to off-gassing. The evacuation tube was crimped closed and the pump system
shut down. The chamber was then at 400°F with an internal pressure of 3.4 x 10-5
mm of Hg. The evacuation tube was then sealed off by heliarc welding and the
chamber allowed to cool to room temperature. The chamber reached room tempera-
ture in two hours at a pressure of 2.3 x 10-6 mm of Hg. The chamber pressure was
monitored for 52 days, with the results as shown in Figure 3.4.
3.2.2.4 Head Evacuation With Remote Handling
After successful completion of evacuation tube installation, volume evacuation
and sealing the evacuation tube on a mock-up basis, re-evacuation of actual
heads by remote techniques was undertaken. Head 201-009r which had not been
irradiated, was selected to provide a final check-out of the equipment using a
head which could, if necessary, be repaired by non-remote methods.
Head 201-009 was machined and equipped with a 1/4 in. OD stainless steel evacua-
tion tube as described above for the mock-up. It was leak tested with a mass
spectrometer at room temperature and 400°F and then the head was placed in the
modified furnace and held at 400°F during evacuation. However, an indication of
a leak developed during evacuation and the head was removed for inspection. Leaks
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were discovered in the seating face of the head and were repaired by electron
beam welding. The head was then reinstalled in the furnace in the hot cave
and the evacuation procedures were resumed. The pressure in the annular space
stabilized at 4 x 10--6 mm of Hg. The evacuation tube was then crimped and
immediately after sealing and the 23 in. 3 volume earlier described was evapora-
ted in 44 minutes. The boil-off test was repeated after four days with no sig-
nificant difference in the results. This is considered to be an adequate demonstra-
tion of the suitability of these techniques for remote evacuation of the annular
space of the test loop heads.
Work has been initiated, but not completed, on the evacuation of irradiated
heads.
The irradiated test loop head from loop 3 was placed in the hot cave and pre-
pared for re-evacuation. Initially the existing evacuation tube was cut-off
using the fixtures previously described. A new evacuation tube was fabricated
and placed in the hot cave, and then the welding fixture was attached to the
head. The tube was welded into place and subsequently, the head was placed
in the bake-out oven and the tube connected to the vacuum table. The head
insulating space was evacuated for five days but the pressure would not decrease
below 10-4 mm Hg indicating a leak. Evacuation was terminated and leak testing
initiated. The leak was located in the bellows region of the test loop head. This
leak was not evident during pre-evacuation leak testing at room temperature or at
400°F. In addition, the leak could not be detected at room temperature even after
the evacuation attempt until the temperature of the cavity was rapidly reduced to
140°R by the use of LN 2.
3.3 INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF TEST LOOPS
As noted in Table 6, Section 3.1, three of the test loops and the associated heads
have rather extensive histories of exposure to neutron environments. Since the
neutron field attenuates rather rapidly in the primary coolant water, only the for-
ward section of the loop sees a high flux and the head assembly is the principal
contributor to test loop activity. Loop 201-002 and head 201-007 were monitored
on 24 February 1965 after a total accumulated dose of 19.3 x 1017nvt (thermal).
The head had a gamma activity of 160 R/hr; the forward bulkhead measured 22 R/hr
with the same monitoring equipment. Thus, the head assemblies contributing some
85 to 90% of the total long half-life isotope activity of the test loops.
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A written procedurefor transportingthe irradiated test loops to a controlled
working area in the hot laboratoriesand performingnecessarydisassemblyand
repair work waspreparedto insurecompliancewith Plum Brook Health Safety
procedures. The procedure was approved by the NASA Project Engineering
Office on 10 May 1965.
In accordance with this procedure, a dummy head was substituted for the irrad-
iated heads on the test loop during transfer and handling to reduce the specific
activity of the loop to an acceptable level. With the dummy head installed,
the existing transfer cask provided adequate shielding for personnel access aft
of the bulkhead with the loop in the position shown in the lower illustration
of Figure 3.5. Access to the forward face of the bulkhead was allowable for
periods of short duration under continuous Health Safety monitoring.
Each irradiated loop was transferred to the hot laboratory area in accordance
with the above mentioned procedure and the solid cover covering the forward
portion of the test loop was removed. The dynamometer load cell was removed
for replacement. The hydraulic actuator cylinder was removed, decontaminated,
disassembled and completely overhauled. All parts were thoroughly inspected
and_ if necessary, repaired or replaced. New actuator seals were installed and
the actuators were reassembled and leak tested.
The interior of each test loop was completely inspected for signs of equipment
deterioration. This inspection included testing for leak tightness uslng a helium
mass spectrometer. Leaks were found in the protection tube for the extensometer
leads at the aft end of loop 201-002. The faulty section of the tube was replaced
with new tubing heliarc welded in place. Reinspection showed no leak in the re-
placement tube. Leaks were also discovered in the extensometer feed-thrus at
the forward bulkhead in both loop 201-002 and 201-004. Initial attempts at re-
placement of these feed-thrus were only moderately successful due to the difficulty
of obtaining a leak free joint between the bulkhead and the feed-thrus in the limited
working time permissible at the forward face of the bulkhead. The heat required
for joining in the allotted time caused cracking in the ceramic portion of the feed-
thrus. This was overcome by prefabricating a leak free joint between a stainless
steel extension tube and the feed-thru. This permitted installation on the loop
with the soldering heat remote from the ceramic portion of the feed-thru. A satls-
factory joint could then be obtained between the extension tube and the bulkhead.
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The dynamometer and actuator were reinstalled and all joints were leak checked.
The system was given an operational check-out and the solid cover and dummy
head replaced. The test loop was then returned to Quadrant "D" following the
approved procedure.
C_e of the loops, loop 201-002, was found to have a cracked carbon alignment
bushing at the forward end of the pull rod. Since the replacement of this bushing
required more time that would be feasible for personnel exposure at the forward
lace of the bulkhead, this was done by remote techniques in the hot cave.
Special tooling was designed and fabricated to remotely remove the cracked bushing
and install a new bushing.
The three irradiated test loops -201-002, 201-003 and 201-004 -are now considered
to be equivalent to their original operational condition.
3.3. 1 Dynamometer Calibration
The load sensing dynamometers were removed from test loops 2, 3 and 4 and replaced
with dynamometers that had been previously calibrated. In addition, the dyna-
mometer which was removed from loop 2 was recalibrated as a check on the perfor-
mance of the dynamometers as used in the recently completed test phase of Contract
NASw- 114.
The dynamometer rings of those removed from loops 2 and 4 were severely pitted which
may affect the mechanical action of the ring and consequently the characteristics of
the transducer.
Dynamometer number 177 which had been used since February of 1964 was considered
representative of all the dynamometers that were used throughout the testing program
and was recalibrated as a check on the calibration which was made in February of
1964 and used in the reduction of the test program data° The remaining dynamometers
were not recalibrated, primarily due to their high level of contamination.
Three dynamometers which had been rebuilt were calibrated, as has been the practice
of calibrating components prior to their use.
These dynamometers were calibrated (or recalibrated) in tension against a Morehouse
proving ring which had been calibrated earlier by the National Bureau of Standards.
The load source was an Instron tensile testing machine and the test set-up is shown
in Figure 3.6. The calibrations were over the range 0-5000 pounds and the sensi-
tivities of the dynamometers were established in mv/Ib.
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Testing Machine Crosshead
Morehouse Proving Ring
Schaevi tz Dynamometer
TDC-4B-5000
Testing Machine Crosshead
FIGURE 3.6 LINKAGE FOR SERIES CALIBRATION
OF LOAD SENSING TRANSDUCER (TENSION)
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bThe detailed procedure for the dynamometer calibrations was as follows:
.
2.
3.
t
.
6.
7.
.
9.
10.
Decontaminate dynamometers°
Decontaminate electronic test equipment.
Move dynamometers and test equipment to Instron
in hot cel I alea.
Check out Morehouse Proving Ring.
Make test set-up carefully centering in Instron.
Take no-load reading on proving ring.
Carefully apply test load to test set-up with the Morehouse
ring set to include the no-load connection,
Calibrate test equipment.
Record mv deflection.
Increase load taking readings at approximately 200 lb. intervals
to 5000 Ibs.
Repeat with decreasing loads.
Repeat with various appropriate recorder ranges.
The recalibrated sensitivity of dynamometer number 177 is 9. 99 Ib/mv compared with the
previous calibration of 10. 24 lb/mv which was obtained with a different Morehouse
ring under somewhat different test conditions. The difference between the old and
new calibration is well within the range of test values generally experienced in
dynamometer calibrations and is not of statistical significance at a reasonable con-
fidence level.
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The sensitivity of the dynamometers was established from fitting the calibration
data to a linear equation by the method of least squares.
The standard deviations in the calibration data are indicated in Table 7o They
were established as fol lows:
where :
S= i=1
N-1
X i = value of each calibration point
= value established by least squares method
The data from the new dynamometers indicate a negligible non-linearity in the
various full scale voltage settings, with the sensitivity decreasing at the higher
voltages. The cause of the variation of the sensitivity with load may be either
mechanical or electrical but is not of a magnitude to warrant further investiga-
tion.
Altogether, the test data indicate that satisfactory performance from these dyna-
mometers can be expected. However, as a precaution against possible changes
due to the rather severe operating environment, it would be desirable to recali-
brate the dynamometers after approximately a year in operation.
The new and old dynamometer locations in the test equipment under consideration
are indicated in Table 7 along with the new dynamometer calibrations.
Test
Loop
2 (201-002)
TABLE 7
DYNAMOMETER LOCATIONS AND CALIBRATI ONS
Old
Dxnamometers
177
New Dynamometer and
Tension Calibration
M1 12' 53 Ib/mv
3 (201-003) 179 M 2 9.85 Ib/mv
4 (201-004) 178 M 3 10.79 Ib/mv
i=
Standard
Deviation
M 1 0.072 Ib
mv
M2
M3
0.061 Ib
mv
0. 104 Ib
mv
8O
All of the dynamometercalibration data is shownin Appendix B. Table4 in this
appendix shows the recalibration data for dynamometer number 177. Tables 1 a,
1 b, 1 c_ 2 a, 2 b, 2 c and 3 show the data for dynamometers M 1, M 2 and M 3.
Table 5 shows the Morehouse ring calibration data from the National Bureau of
Standards.
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4 TRANSFERSYSTEM- GENERAL
Theequipmentincorporatedinto the transfersystemof the test facility includes
the transfer tables, the test loop carriagesand the valves usedasaccessports
in the reactorbeamport and hot cave. Peripheralsealscompatible with the
outside diameterof the test loop are incorporatedinto the remotelyactuated
gate valves usedfor this application. Thesesealsisolate the reactor primary
coolant water from the quadrantand the quadrantwater from the hot cave
working area when the test loop is inserted into the reactor or hot cave respect-
ively.
Thetransfer tables permit the alignmentof the test loop carriage with the approp-
riate accessport for insertion or any track of one table with any track on the
other table for transferof the loopfrom one table to the other. Thenorth table
is also capable of rotating to properly orient the carriage assemblyfor insertion
into the hot caveor transfer to the southtable for eventual insertion into the
reactor beamport. Thecarriage transferis accomplishedwith a dual double
acting hydraulic cylinder arrangementwhich is connectedto a rack which rotates
a pinion gear attached to a transverseshaft located asshownin Figures4.1 and
4.2. Engagementof a hydraulically actuated clulch mecha.lsmwill p_rmll ih_
rotation of a gear on the selected track which will, in turn, engage the fixed
rack on the bottom of the carriage to transport the carriage longitudinally from
one table to the other. The tables as shown in Figures 4o 1 and 4.2 have fixed
stops and hydraulically actuated carriage stops to permit accurate positioning of
the carriages on the tracks. In addition, hydraulically actuated track alignment
stops are provided to permit selective track alignment when traversing the table.
Fixed stops are also provided to limit the tranverse motion and on the north table
fixed stops are incorporated to limit rotational travel. Rotation of the north table
is accomplished by the application of a remotely operated linear hydraulic act-
uator connected to a chain sprocket arrangement attached to a rotating table
support stanchion.
The maintenance effort in the transfer system was initially directed toward the over-
haul or replacement of that hydraulic equipment associated with this system that is
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normally submerged in approximately 20 feet of water when the reactor is in
operation. It is apparent that maintenance periods exist only when the quadrant
is drained.
4. I TRANSFER TABLE MAINTENANCE
The system includes all the necessary tubing and fittings associated wi th the
operation of:
15 double acting hydraulic actuators for the table stops.
6 double acting hydraulic actuators for clutch mechanism
opera ti on
4 double acting hydraulic actuators for the longitudinal
carriage transfer
2 double acting hydraulic actuators for transverse motion
of the table
1 double acting linear actuator for table rotation
The relative positions are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
Inspection and testing of this tubing was performed and all that appeared to be leaking
or damaged was replaced and subsequently leak tested. In addition, the hydraulic
actuators were removed from the table stops, clutch mechanism and longitudinal
carriage transfer system. Each was disassembled, when possible, inspected and all
seals replaced. When corrosion seizure of parts prevented disassembly, the actuators
were replaced. All repaired actuators were reassembled and leak tested with the
replacement units. They were subsequently reinstalled in the system and the system
was then leak tested.
Actuators replaced are as follows:
4 longitudinal carriage transfer actuators
South table track 3 clutch actuators
North table track 1 clutch actuator
North table track 2 clutch actuator
North table track 3 clutch actuator
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The longitudinal carriage transfer actuators were replaced with units fabricated
from stainless steel to minimize the external corrosion evident on the assemblies
that were removed. The clutch actuators that were replaced, could not be dis-
assembled due to corrosion seizure of the caps and snap-rings which held them
in place.
The actuators that are used for transverse movement of the tables and rotation of
the north table were not removed but were disconnected, inspected and tested in
place°
After reassembly of the transfer table systems and the adjustment of the limit
switches, they were performance tested and operated satisfactorily.
The limit switches associated with this part of the transfer system are an important
element in the proper operation of the remotely controlled operations, yet by their
very nature of required sensitivity, are susceptible to misalignment or damage
when maintenance is performed in the quadrant. It has, therefore, become a
standard practice to determine proper operation of these switches any time the
quadrant is drained and personnel enter the quadrant.
The inspection and test of these switches is normally performed just prior to the
time the quadrant is refilled.
4.2 TEST LOOP CARRIAGES - GENERAL
There are 4 test loop carriage assemblies in the test facility. The purpose of the
carriage as shown in Figure 4.3 is to support the test loops on the transfer tables
and contain a coupling ring for positive connection to the coupling mechanism on
the hot cave and beam port access valves. They also provide a worm screw drive
system powered by a hydraulic motor to insert and withdraw the test loop from
either the beam port or hot cave. The lead screw is maintained in tension through-
out the insertion or withdrawal oF the test loop. The loop is positioned in a yoke
by a trunnion and the yoke is supported on track-guided, needle type bearings.
These bearings support and guide the test loop when it is inserted into the hot cave
or beam port position. The yoke bearing arrangement is designed to sustain the
moment that is applied during insertion of the loop against the primary water pressure°
Initially the bearing races were fabricated From a type 440C stainless steel, which
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had a short service life and high failure rate due to the inability of this rather
brittle material to absorb localized over-loading through microscopic plastic
flow. Subsequently, a 18 Ni (300) maraging type steel was substituted elimi-
nating the high failure rate and consequently extended the operating life of the
bearings° These bearings, however, are still subjected to the effects caused
by foreign material in the quadrant water and by surface corrosive attack from
quadrant water and must, therefore, be frequently inspected. The drive system
which operates without normal lubrication is also subjected to similar effects
and must be inspected frequently.
It is evident that only the carriage supporting the test loop that is in the test
position is essential for performing the test. Considering this, provisions for
removal and temporarily storing the loop on any carriage was made together
with the establishment of procedure for removing the carriage even though the
quadrant is filled.
This permits maintenance and inspection of the carriage assemblies, without dis-
rupting the scheduled testing. It also permits the interchange of the carriage
assembly if an unanticipated failure should occur in the carriage supporting the
test loop to be used. This can be accomplished in a relatively short period of
time, thus minimizing the possible loss of available reactor test time.
4.2. 1 Test Loop Carriage Maintenance
Each of the carriage assemblies was removed from the quadrant for disassembly,
inspection and overhaul during the maintenance program. The maintenance
performed is shown on Table No. 8.
4.3 HYDRAULIC PANEL - GENERAL
The hydraulic panel contains the following pump systems:
12.0 GPM (1000 psig)
2.46 G P Hr. (500 psig)
235 cc/hr. (1000 psig)
axial piston pump for the
operation of the transfer system
diaphragm type pump for main-
taining a positive seal pressure
positive displacement type pump
to operate test loop specimen
loading actuator.
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TABLE8
TESTLOOPCARRIAGEMAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE
Carriages
ThrustBearings
CageAssemblies
Outer Race
Inner Race
Needle
Housings
Shafts
WormGear
Worm
Gear AIignment
Hydraulic Motor
LeadScrew
001
[]
A
002
,/
OO4003
[] []
A A
® •
® •
[] []
A A
A A
@ @
[] Eb
v' v"
O O
v_ ,/
[]
A
Eb
[] []
A A
A A
¢ @
[] •
0 ©
_]_ Replaced
[] Inspected
/_ Zyglo Inspected
Stall Tested
_/ Performed Inspection & Alignment
9O
In addition to thesepumpsystems,the de-lonlzed water reservoirand distribution
manifoldswith the remotely operatedvalvesare also located in the panel.
4.3.1 Hydraulic PanelMaintenance
Initially the axial piston pumpwasoverhauled, replacing the sealsand inspecting
pump components; subsequently, the positive displacement pump was disassembled,
inspected, cleaned and reassembled. The manually operated three-way valves,
incorporated in the system to provide tensile-compression capabilities were also
disassembled, inspected and cleaned. This pump system was then reassembled and
leak tested to assure the system integrity.
The diaphragm pump system was inspected and tested in-place with no evidence of
leakage.
The manifold and distribution system was inspected and the following four way-two
position spool valves were leaking abnormally and they were replaced by rebuilt
valves. These valves have a history of repetitive failure due to body erosion and
constant inspection and test is required to assure continuous adequate performance
of the distribution system. Various valves considered suitable for this application
have been investigated to determine their suitabillty and warranty of service, but
the extent of system modification required to replace the present valves has dic-
tated the refurbishment of present valves as an overall cost saving. The following
llst of valves are those that were replaced during this maintenance period.
SV-15
SV-21
SV-32 North
SV-33 South
SV-34 South
SV-35 South
SV-38 South
SV-41 South
SV-45 North
SV-47 North
Hot Cave Couple Pin Actuator Valve
North Table Rotational Drive Valve
Table Track 3 Clutch Actuator Valve
Table Track 1 Clutch Actuator Valve
Table Track 2 Clutch Actuator Valve
Table Track 3 Clutch Actuator Valve
Table No. 2 North Stop Actuator Valve
Table No. 3 South Stop Actuator Valve
Table No. 3 South Stop Actuator Valve
Table No. 1 East Stop Actuator Valve
4.3.2 Manipulator Repair
The two manipulators, incorporated in the hot cave installation, are used for the specl-
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men change-over during a reactor test cycle. These units are normally removed
from their mounting port holes in the hot cave for extensive maintenance to per-
mit access for disassembly, inspection and repair. Special precautions were taken
in the performance of this task to prevent the spreading of contamination. The
....... ,.,,I _,.,I ,,.L.,........ t __,.,I ,,,,I;...... L-,I ....... .I-_,,.,,,.r,
.Cl,,_,_.... ..,,__L._,,,,.;york _rea ;;'ere ,._,v.-,_.,_ ,_,,_, ,,,_ ,_,,,vw, ,_,,,_ u,_o_,,,_,,7 _,_,-, ......
was monitored by a member of the HSOO. The external surfaces were carefully
cleaned and the manipulators were then disassembled. All tapes were carefully
inspected as were the master and slave wrist assemblies. Gears were inspected
for evidence of wear. Tape rollers were completely disassembled and inspected
and faulty bearings were replaced.
The manipulators were then reassembled with appropriate lubrication and rein-
stalled into the hot cave ports.
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5 RELIABILITYEVALUATION AND MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
To establishthe maintenanceschedule, a typical test irradiation cycle was
developedasshownin Figure 5.1 which indicates the operational time required
for varioussystemsusedin the test facility. Thefourteen hour irradiation time
wasan average testperiod usedduring the preceedingtest program;however, this
will vary relative to test requirementsandthe systemsthat operate throughoutthe
irradiation phaseof the cycle will vary accordingly. Theprecooling requirement,
as indicated, is the meantime required duringprevioustest cycles and it will not
exist beyondthe first test irradiation periodunlessthe refrigerator is shutdown
and the systempermitted to warm-up.
It is evident that the operating requirementsfor the refrigerator systemare para-
mount in the performanceof any low temperaturetest program. Theemphasisof
this maintenancerequirementstudy is thereforecenteredaround the refrigerator
while still recognizing that the other facility equipmentis essential.
5.1 RELIABILITYANALYSIS
The reliability analysisasshownin Table9, considersonly the performance
probability of the refrigerator engine assembly(Figure5.2) and the determina-
tion of meantime betweenfailure (MTBF)of individual engine components.
The compilation of this informationas shownin Figure 5.3 and Tables10, 11,
12, 13, 14and 15, providesa suitableguide for a maintenanceschedule.
of the assumptionsmadein the datacompilation are:
"O" rings were replaced each time the engine was
disassembled.
Thereplacementof a piston rod, when inspection
indicated failure was incipient, wasconsideredasa
piston rod failure.
Some
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Valve
Body
Gasket 1
l
Piston
Piston Sleeve
f Gas Seal
_ .,F- Valve Body
_ Adapter
Distance Piece
-U_r
_-- Rod Sheath
"O" Rings
Piston Rod
FIGURE 5.2 EXPANSION ENGINE
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TABLE 9
SUMMARY- EXPANSION ENGINE COMPONENT FAILUREHISTORY
MTBF(I-bs)
"O" Rings 399.7
Valve BodyGaskets 428. 5
Piston Rod 1622.8
Inlet Valve 2061.0
Gas Seal - Piston 2156. 1
Piston Sleeve 1716. 4
Cylinder* .... 2719.0
Exhaust Valve 2918. 1
Items with only one failure time recorded:
Sheath Assembly 4163.0
Distance Piece 4163.0
* This component was replaced when the piston and
leather sheath were replaced with a piston using a
plastic sheath
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TABLE 10
FAILURE HISTORY EXPANSION ENGINE NO. 1
ICumulative
Operating
Time - Hrs.
0.0
1270.8
1711.5
1760.5
1976.0
1988.0
2075.0
2974.0
3526.5
4086.0*
4512.5
5354.0
5363.5
Inlet valve failure
"O" ring failure
Piston sleeve replacement
"O" ring failure
Piston rod failure
"O" ring failure
"O" ring failure
Valve faces worn, gas seal replaced
Valve faces worn (re-faced valves) & piston rod failure (incipient)
"O" ring failure
Inspection, cleaning and re-assembly
Time at end of Contract NASw-114
Time of Component
Exhaust
Valve
3526.5
Inlet
Valve
Failures
"O" Rings Piston
Sleeve
1760.5
Piston
Rod
1988.01270.8 440.7
2255.7 215.5 2098.0
87.0
899.0
426.5
"O" rings replaced each time engine removed
Original failure considered only
Gas
Seal
3526.5
99
TABLE11
FAILUREHISTORYEXPANSION ENGINE NO. 2
|
Cumulative
Operating
Time-Hrs.
0.0
1262.8
1460.8
1672.3
1887.8
1986.8
Engine removed and cleaned
Engine cleaned, piston rod ultrasonically inspected (Okay)
Piston rod failure - Piston sleeve replaced
"O" ring failure
"O" ring and valve body gasket failure
2885.8 "O" ring failure
3438.3 Valve failure, gas seal replaced
3997.8 Piston rod failure
4424.3 "O" ring failure
5265.8 Inspection, cleaning and re-assembly
5275.3 Time at end of Contract NASw-114
Time of Component Failure
Exhaust
Valve
Inlet
Va Ive
"0" Rings Piston
Sleeve
Piston
Rod
Gas
Seal
Body
Gasket
3438.3 3438.3 215.5 1672.3 1672.3 3438.3 314.5
99.0 2325.5
899.0
426.5
"O" rings replaced each time engine removed
lO0
TABLE 12
FAILURE HISTORY EXPANSION ENGINE NO. 3
Cumulative
Operating
Time - Hrs.
0.0
1262.8
1674.5
1752.5
2433.0
2561.0
3034.5
3734.0
4163.0
4163.0
Valve failure - inlet
"O" ring failure
Piston rod inspection (failure incipient)
Cleaned engine
Piston and rod failure
"O" ring failure
"O" ring failure, gas seal replaced
Piston rod failure, gas seal replaced, sheath assy. and distance piece
Time at end of Contract NASw-114
Time of Component Failure
Inlet
Va Ive
"0" Rings Piston
Rod
Piston Gas
Seal
Distance
Piece
Sheath
Assy.
1262.8 411.7 1752.5 2561.0 3734.0 4163.0 4163.0
473.5 808.5 429.0
699.5 1602.0
"O" rings replaced each time engine removed
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TABLE 13
FAILURE HISTORY EXPANSION ENGINE NO. 4
Cumulative
Operating
Time-Hrs.
0.0
198.0 Piston rod failure
458.5
1388.0
1459.5
1468.0
"O" rinq failure
"O" ring failure
"O" rin_l failure r gas seal replaced
"O" rin 9 failure.
1967.5 Removed for cleaning
2664.5 Piston rod failure, gas seal replaced
3178.5 Piston rod failure
3447.0 Removed for inspectlon- re-installed
3456.5 Time at end of Contract NASw-114
i
Time of Component Failures
II O II
Piston
Rod
198.0
2466.5
514.0
"O" Rings
260.5
929.5
Gas
Seal
1459.5
1205.0
71.5
8.5
rings replaced each time engine removed
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iii
Cumulative
Operating
Time-Hrs.
0.0
1270.8
1711.5
1789.5
2719.0"
3261.5
3960.5
4389.5
4389.5
TABLE 14
FAILURE HISTORY EXPANSION ENGINE NO. 5
Cleaned engine
"0" ring failure
Exhaust valve failure-Piston rod ultrasonically inspected (Okay)
Piston failure, cylinder replaced, piston rod failure (incipient)
"O" ring and valve body gasket failure
"O" ring failure, gas seal replaced
Gas seal replaced
Time at end of Contract NASw-114
Time of Component Failures
Exhaust Piston Cyl inder Piston Gas
Valve Rod Seal
1789.5 2719.0 2719.0 2719.0 3960.5
429.0
"O"Rings
440.7
542.5
699.0
Body
Gasket
542.5
"0" r,ngs replaced each time engine removed
Cylinder replaced due to change from leather piston sheath to plastic sheath.
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I CumulatlveOperating
Time-Hrs.
TABLE15
FAILUREHISTORYEXPANSION ENGINE NO. 6
0.0
411.7 "O" ring failure-Piston rod ultrasonically inspected (Okay)
1092.2 Cleanedengine
1220.2 "O" ring failure, gasseal replaced _
1228.2 "O" ring failure
1731.2 Cleanedengine
2428.2 Pistonrod failure, gasseal replaced
2951.7 Pistonrod failure
3119.2 Pistonrod failure*
3119.2 Timeat end of Contract NASw-114
Timeof ComponentFailure
"O" Rings Gas Piston
Seal Rod
411.7 1220.2 2428.2
128.0 1208.0 523.5
8.0
"O" ringsreplaced each time engine removed
Usedrodnot usedin determinationof MTBF
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Gas seal failure wasconsideredasa componentfailure
where it could as easily havebeen the result of mis-
alignment during assembly.
Whereonly one failure hasbeenexperiencedduring the
total operating period to date, the failure wasnot in-
cluded in the data tabulation.
Recognizingthe analysis is only asvalid as the assumptionsit is believed that
resultswill reflect relative failure ratesfor various engine componentswhich will
permit the determinationof probableengineoperational reliability for variousoper-
ating times.
The ability to express reliability quantitatively is a prerequisite to the ability to
exert control over this important parameter. The definition of reliability which
makes it amenable to a numerical expression is:
Reliability - The probability of a device performing its purpose
for the period of time intended under the operating
conditions specified.
As a probability1 the reliability of a device takes on values from zero, which is
equivalent to never operating without failure to 1, which is the equivalent of
always operating without failure.
Statistical reliability data collected to date suggests an important form of reliability
equation which is:
-t
R (t) = e M (1)
whereM is the mean time between failures (MBTF) in hours. When the mean time be-
tween failures "M" in hours, is known then from the above formula, the reliability
of the device canbe determined for any operating time (t).
The failure rate " _" of an equipment is the number of failures which occur during
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any cycle of operation, _ is the reciprocal of M or:
1
_= M- (2)
Using ,_ equation, 1 can be written:
-t
-Xt
R (t) = e = e
To determine the reliability with components in series the theory of joint probabil-
ities applies to the equipment where components are functionally in series. The
resulting reliability of a series combination of " n " components is the product of
the components individual reliabilities.
Rlota I = R1. R2. R3 ..... R n
Each of the reliabilities R1, R2 and R3, etc., is characterized by mean time
between failure M1, M2, M3,etc. , orby the hourly failure rates ,'_.1, _2' _'3,
etc., and therefore:
- _'1 t -"_'2 t -_'3 t -(A1+_2+,,_3+...) t -,,_. tRtota I = e . e . e = e =e s
It is apparent that the failure rates _.s
the components :
_s = _,1 +_ 2+_k3 + .... _k n
of the system is the sum of the failure rates of
To calculate the reliability of a series combination of components, we simply add up
their failure rates to obtain As and the reliability of sucha combination is then:
- A. st
Rs = e
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5.1.1
Results on Expansion Engines
Engine component failure ( _. i)rates are as Follows:
"0" Rings
Valve Body Gasket
Piston Rod
Inlet Valve
Gas Seal
Piston Sleeve
Cylinder
Exhaust Valve
2.502 x 10-3
2.334 x 10-3
6. 162 x 10-4
4.862 x 10-4
4.852 x 10-4
5.826 x 10-4
3.678 x 10-4
3.427 x 10-4
To determine the reliability of an engine assembly, the components listed above actin seri s; therefore:
_,,1, t
Rs = e s where '_s = 77.147x 10-4
For 560 hours
Rs = e-.00771 (560) -4.32
e
For 280 hours Rs = e-'00771 (280) -2 16
e "
= .013
.116
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for 140hours Rs = e-.00771 (140) = e-1.08 = .340
-.00771 (70) = .54 = .583for 70 hours Rs = e e-
By increasingthe MTBFof the "0" rings to ._-1000hoursthroughimprovedmain-
tenancetechniquesand careful testingof the valve body gasketprior to engine
installation thuseliminating this failure, the reliability would be enhancedas
follows:
-.00388 (560) = -2.17 = .114for 560 hours Rs = e e
-1.09
for 280 hours Rs = e-.00388 (280) __ e = .336
-.00388 (140) = - .543 = .581for 140 hours Rs = e e
-. 272
for 70 hours Rs = e-.00388 (70) = e = .762
The increase in MBTF for the "0" rings appears reasonable in view of the stead-
ily increasing operational time evident in the recorded performance history.
Also, the elimination of the gasket failure has been evident as the result of
more intensive and long term leak testing of the engines.
It is also believed that the gas seal failure will be eliminated through careful
inspection procedures and required replacement when a piston rod failure occurs.
Recognizing that other items included in the records maintained by LNP do not
include the system operating time accrued prior to installation at the reactor
facility the actual failure rates would decrease if this time were known and
could be included in the determination of the failure rates.
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5.1.2 MaintenanceScheduleExpansionEngines
Themaintenanceschedulefor the expansionenginesshownin Figure 5.4 uses
the reliability analysisasa criteria in establishing inspection and replacement
requirements versus operating time.
5.1.3 Maintenance Schedule Test Facility Items
Other test facility items which must be periodically inspected and replaced are
the components in the hydraulic panel, the transfer system and the test loops.
No specific operational time history has been maintained on which a reliability
analysis can be performed, but the number of times the equipment has been used
to insert and withdraw the test loops from the beam port thimble or hot cave port
was maintained. This information was used in compiling the maintenance schedule
shown in Figure 5.5.
Components and their respective failure rates have been used in the study, knowing
comparable components have operated without failure to date. This may appear
to invalidate the absolute reliability values, but to establish a reasonable mainten-
ance schedule the relative values should be useful.
A cycle as shown in Figure 5.5, includes the complete test operation of placing
the specimen in the test loop cryostat, wlthdrawal from the hot cave, table
positioning for insertion of the test loop into the beam port, withdrawal from the
beam port and insertion of the test loop into the hot cave.
The performance of any maintenance on the test facility items listed in Figure 5.5
must coincide with draining of the quadrant. Therefore, the operational cycles
between maintenance must be considered nominal and the performance of main-
tenance will be scheduled to coincide with other activities which normally require
the draining of the quadrant. Cycles of operation are maintained in test performance
logs but specific maintenance logs for this equipment have not been established or
used. Information to determine the maintenance schedule was obtained by relating
test cycles to maintenance performed, as recorded in the project logs.
The schedule, as developed, is predicated on best jusgment and is not intended
as a rigid or absolute requirement necessitating an unscheduled quadrant draining
or in any other way interfering with reactor operation.
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f
Note:
TEST LOOP
Ins t rumen ta ti on
Calibration Load Transducer
Electrlcnl Intearltv
Extensometer
Mechanical Integrity
Pressure Integrity
Refrigerator System-Helium
Staff c Sumergence-Water
Coolant System-Water
Load Actuator Mechanism
Dynamic Characteristics
Hydraulic Units Mini Pump)
CARRIAGES
Drive System
Hydraulic Motor
Drive Gearing
Dri ve Bea ri ngs
Yoke Support Bearings
Limit Switches
T NSFERTABLES
Carriage Drive (Longitudinal)
Hydraulic Unit_
Stoo System - Fixed
Stoo System - Hydraulic
CI utch Mechanism
Rack & Pinion Drive
Limit Switches
Transverse Drive
Hydraulic Units
Bearing Assemblies
Stop System - Fixed
StOD System - Hydraulic
Limit Switches
Rotational Drive (North Table)
Stop System - Fixed
Limi t _;witches
BEAM PORT AND HOT CAVE
ACCESS VALVES
Carriaae CouDlina Assembly
Seal Integr!t); -
Primary Water Isolation System
YYYY1
'I
\7 \7 _7 \7 '_
..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... I ..... i ..... I ..... I .....
\7 _7 _7 _7
\7 f \7 f \7 f \
\7 f _7 f _7 f \
\7 \7 _Y \
_ir
_7 \7 \Y \
_z _7 _7 \
_r _I' _Ir \
_z _7 _7 \
7f
7f
\z \7 \7 \7
_7_7 \7 \7
\7
_7 \7 \7
_7
25 30Cycles 0 5 10 15 20 35 40
V Inspection &Adjustment if Required
Disassembly and Inspection
Replacement Overhaul
Fatigue Equipment
The definition of a cycle and the limitation of application
of this schedule is stated on page 102. Ten (10) tests _ 1 reactor cycle.
\I'
\r
\7
45 5O
FIGURE 5.5 TEST FACILITY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
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Careful management and surveillance of schedules is necessary to effect positive
maintenance action without interfering with reactor operating schedules.
The frequency of limit switch inspection, implies that they will be inspected each
time the quadrant is drained and the number of cycles indicated on Figure 5.5
is the best estimate of the operational interval between the quadrant draining
events.
As stated previously in Section 4, the transfer system contains sufficient versa-
tility to permit operation by the selection of numerous alternatives. Therefore,
maintenance may be withheld to assure compatibility with reactor operation,
without jeopardizing either reactor or test schedules.
The 12 gpm axial piston pump requires periodic maintenance also. This unit has
been provided with an operating time meter which indicates cumulative opera-
ting hours. Previous maintenance history indicates that seal wear-out has
occurred at about 70 hour intervals. In an effort to preclude this type of wear-
out failure the schedule has been developed and is shown in Figure 5.6.
FIGURE 5.6
12.0 GPM 1000 psi
AXIAL PISTON PUMP MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
Head
Valve Assy
Cylinder Block
Pistons
Swash Plate
Shaft Assy
_7
_k
\7
_7
0 10
V Disassembly & Inspection
A Seal Replacement
20 30 40 50
Hrs. Operating Time
6O 7O 8O 9O
\t
_7
I00
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6 REMOVAL OF PRESENT BEAM PORT SHIELD
Preparation for the removal of the beam port shield included disconnecting
the hydraulic lines and electrical leads associated with the operation of
the beam port access gate valve.
NASA subsequently removed the valve and the shield assembly. The shield
was transported to the hot cell area by NASA personnel and the valve was
placed in temporary storage by Lockheed personnel.
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7 INSTALLATION OF THEBEAMPORTSHIELD
Thiseffort hasbeen delayed pendingdelivery of the NASA designedshield
assembly.
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8 UPDATING OF MANUALS
TheExperimentDesignManual and HazardsAnalysisand the Experiment
OperationsManual which provide required information to the PlumBrook
ReactorFacility about the performanceof testsby Lockheedto determine
the radiation effects on materialsat cryogenic temperatureswere updated.
Theinformation relating to the reactor beamport gammashield hasbeen
deleted.
The manualsnow representthe current status,having been updated. They
have beenpublishedand distributed in looseleaf binder form.
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APPENDIX "A"
CALIBRATIONDATA FORPLATINUMRESISTANCETHERMOMETERPROBES
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Temperature Sensor
I((),";EM()itN'I' ENGINEERING COMPANY is a lea,lee' in its fit:l(l of precisi_J,
tt'll{l)C'l'.l.|tlI'(' t_;;tnSducers and other instcut,t.',zts. Ple;ise co,t_tc'¢ us iJ you have
:t_x _lt_(_stio,s al)out the i_erlo_'t_la,ee, :tpplieatiOn, or testing methods for this
_nst cum(,ut.
ROSlMOUNT ENGINEERING
4900 WESt 78th STREIT
MINNI A POLLS, MINN! SOTA S$424
COMPANY
REC Form No 115',)'2:_ I{t_v.
MODEL
SER ! AL
DATE 5
152 T2:IF
391
4 65
AC
TEMP .
491 .6
7 .5
139 .0
FSC
DR" IVI
TUAL CAL
R
700
708
455
18
iS
I BRATt ON POIN T3
RESl STANCE
_00
37
7 .867641 30 O0
- .01988 000 O0
.94400
.16431
.73950
TEMP •
5 .0
10 .0
15 .0
20 .0
25 .0
30 .0
35 .0
40 .0
45 .0
50 .0
55 .0
60 .0
65 .0
70 .0
75 .0
80 .0
85 .0
90 .0
95 .0
100 .0
105 .0
110 .0
115 .0
120 .0
125 .0
130 .0
135 .0
140 .0
145 .0
150 .0
155 .0
160 .0
165 .0
170 .0
175 .0
180 .0
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
RESISTANCE
.16431
.16451
.!6431
.24065
..:34448
.53370
.83971
i .29311
1 °91690
2 .72354
3 .71858
4 .89 999
6 .26077
7 .78575
9 .45789
11 .26131
13 .17941
15 .19 692
17 ._9805
19 .46857
21 .69655
23 .97 368
26 .29095
28 .65901
31 .00883
33 .39437
35 .79 195
38 .19 987
40 .61637
43 .03964
45 .46685
47 .89 635
5O .33185
52 .74275
55 .15856
57 .56942
\
\
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MODEL
SERIAL
DATE 5
152 T21F
391
4 65
AC
TEMP .
491 .6
? .5
139 .0
F$C
DRM
TUAL
R
TO0
708
455
tS
IS
CAL I BRATI ON
RES
20
3
7 .867641500
- .01988 0 O0 0
POINTS
t STANCE
0 .94400
.16431
7 .73950
0
0
TEMP .
185 .0
190 .0
195 .0
20O .0
205 .0
$10 .0
215 .0
_20 .0
225 .0
230 .0
_35 .0
_40 .0
_45 .0
250 ,0
255 .0
260 .0
265 .0
270 .0
275 .0
280 .0
_85 .0
290 ,0
295 .0
300 .0
.305 .0
310 .0
315 .0
320 .0
.525 .0
530 .0
335 .0
.340 .0
345 .0
350 .0
555 .0
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
RES ISTANCE
59 .9753_
6_ .37643
64 .77283
67 .16458
69 .55179
71 .93451
74 .}1S82
76 .68687
79 .05657
81 .42819
83 .78_73
86 .141S6
88 .49481
90 .84456
93 .19047
95 .53269
97 .871S3
100 .2o6e2
I0_ .53766
104 .86568
107 .19027
109 .51156
111 .82956
114 .14436
I16 ,45606
118 .76461
121 .07019
125 .57274
125 .67B33
127 .96916
130 .263O8
132 .55427
I 34 .84 eTe
137 .le85o
139 .41166
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MODEL
SERIAL
DATE 5
152 T21F
391
4 65
AC
TEMP .
491 .6
7 .5
3.39 .0
F$C
DRM
TUAL
R
?00
708
455
iS
IS
CAL I BRATI ON POINTS
RESISTANCE
200 .94400
.16431
37 .73950
7 .8676413000
- .01988 0 O0 O0
TEMP . R
360 .00
365 .00
.370 .00
3;75 .00
380 .00
2;85 .00
I)90 .00
)95 .00
4O0 .00
405.00
4:1.0 .00
415 .00
420 .00
4_5 .00
430 .00
435 .00
440 .00
445 .00
450 .00
455 .00
460 .00
465 .00
470 .00
475 .00
48O .00
485 .00
490 .00
495 .00
5OO .00
505 .00
510 .00
515 .00
520 .00
525 .00
530 .00
555 .00
54O .00
RES I STANCE
1 41 .69 226
143 .97031
146 .24587
148 .51897
150 .78 967
155 .05797
155 .32396
157 .58764
159 .84906
163 .1O828
164 .36527
166 .62010
168 .87 282
171 .ie345
193 .37199
175 .61848
177 .86S95
180 .i0539
IBS .34587
184 .58440
186 .82107
189 .0557_
191 .28855
193 .51949
195 .74853
197 .97 577
200 .20116
207_ .42467
_04 .64644
206 .86636
209 .08449
211 .30076
215 .515S4
215 .72789
_17 .95878
220 .14776
2e_ .35499
L
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MODEL
SERIAL
DATE 5
152 T21F
391
4 65
AC
TEMP .
491 .6
? .5
139 .0
FSC
DRM
TUAL
R
700
708
455
IS
IS
CAL IBRATI ON POINTS
RESISTANCE
200 .94400
.16431
37 .'73950
7 ,8676413000
- .01988 0 O0 O0
TEMP o R
$5 .00
26 .00
27 .00
28 .00
_9 .00
30 ,00
31 .00
32 .00
33 .00
34 .00
35 .00
36 .00
_7 .00
38 .00
39 .00
,40 .00
41 .00
42 .00
43 .00
44 .00
45 .00
46 .00
47 .00
48 .00
49 .00
50 .00
RESI STANCE
.3444P.,
.374..34
.40798
.44559
,48740
,53 5"/' 0
.5846S
.64020
.?0112
.76755
.8_971
.9t780
I .oogo0
1 .09250
I .18947
1 ._9:511
1 .40.358
1 .52103
1 ,64565
1 .77757
1 .91690
Z .06305
.2168S
Z .5_817
2 .54707
Z .7Z354
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Temperature Sensor REC Moclu'l No.
N/A Ctlstonicr P.O. No. 1'I.375-13
392 Repaired Customt'r Seri:ll No. N/A
152T21F
Loop #3 Return
P;ii't N;in_r?
CiIStt)lllCl" Pll i't No.
tlLC Sc'ri_il No.
All :llqHical)le tests re(iuire_iljx, REC Dwg. 152T Revision'tl
\v('l'c' _ucc.cs._fuliy coil_luc'tc'tl utilizint4 c,qUil_inont whoso (.':tlibr;itioii i.,i dii'i:c'tlt
lr:lc.t:_il)lt' U) Llie N_itioi_;l| Biil'¢:tu of _t;ln<l',ll'tl_, All nT:iterials usofl iii thu nl_lntifac-
turf, c)l thi,_ unit ;i i't! iit strict ac('oi'<l;int,t. _ with the aliplical)le Sl.)ooil'icittion l'OtlUirt;-
illOlilS. Aplilical.llt_ I.e._t data i_ (ill file _ul)jc't:t to Ox:tnlhlal, ioli. Slit;c'ii'ic' c<'llil)r',l-
lion _tii(l to'st ti;It;i :li'c' :ltt:li:kIO<l ()r I'c'c'ordod oii tho t't,\:er.q(, side elf this fOl'ili,
l)<l te of Ce l'tili(;at i,)ll 7uillity C_,l T'-o-I-]'_f;q'_7.{,._cntati_
R()SI_MOtINT ENGINI;I.'RING COMPANY is :i le;t,ler itl its field of precisi()ll
Ic'inlier;dut't' ti':tnstluc.ors ;tiitl oti_er ii'_striainents, Please contact us if you have
;lliV tltl(',_l, iOi/S :ll)out the I)ol'fOl'lll:lliCO, :tlililit.ation , or i.esting in(.ghods for this
111.'-;I l'tllllt'lit.
ROSiMOUNtENGINEERING COMPANY
,,oo.,,,
REC Form No I1592B Ruv..,
I'tODE L 152 T21F
SERIAL 392,
DATE 5 4 65
ACTUAL CAL
TEMP . R
491 .6700
7 .5708
139 .0813
7
I!BRATI ON POIN$S
RESISTANCE
2 O0 .48 570
•16580
37 .72450
.84962420 O0
.03249000 O0
TEMP . R
I
I
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
I0
II
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
16
16
17
17
18
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
5 .00
0 .00
RESIS
D
I .
I.
2.
3.
4 .
6.
7.
9 .
11.
13.
15.
17 .
19 .
21 .
23.
26 .
28 .
30 .
35 .
55.
38 .
40 .
42 .
45 .
47 .
50 .
52 .
55.
57.
TANCE
16580
16580
16580
24157
34575
53495
84262
29 782
92504
73176
72815
91105
27222
79 725
46917
2712;_
18779
20508
30153
46899
69 560
96704
28039
62440
98979
57081
76401
16657
57788
99 597
41778
84192
26264
67860
08944
49 520
127
MODEL
SERIAL
DATE 5
152 T21F
592
4 65
AC
TEMP .
491 .6
7 .5
139 .0
FGC
DRH
TUAL
R
700
708
81.3
!$
IS
CAL I BRATI ON
RES
2O
5
7 .84962420 0
.03249000 0
POINTS
ISTANCE
0 .48570
.16580
7 .72450
0
0
TEMP .
185 .0
190 .0
195 .0
200 .0
205 .0
210 .0
215 .0
220 .0
225 .0
250 .0
235 .0
24O .0
245 .0
25O .0
255 .0
260 .0
265 .0
270 .0
275 .0
280 .0
285 .0
29O .0
295 .0
300 .0
505 .0
310 .0
315 .0
520 .0
325 .0
330 .0
335 .0
540 .0
545 .0
350 .0
555 .0
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
RES ISTANCE
59 .89 599
62 .29 192
64 .68305
67 .06949
69 .45125
71 .82853
74 .20133
76 .56 978
78 .95400
81 .29 595
83 .64974
86 .00150
88 .54932
90 .69315
93 .05321
95 .36950
97 .70211
100 .05108
102 .55651
104 .67841
106 .99 693
109 .31208
111 .62395
113 .932,58
116 .23802
118 .54036
120 .6]5962
123 .13590
125 .42929
1 27 .71968
130 .00734
132, .29 812
154 .57423
1 56 .85 363
139 .13041
]28
MODEL
SERIAL
DATE 5
152 T21F
39_
4 65
AC
TEMP .
491 .6
7 .5
139 .0
FSC
DRM
TUAL
R
700
708
813
18
IS
CAL I BRATI ON POINTS
RESISTANCE
2O0
37
7 .849624_0 O0
• 0 32 49 0 O0 O0
.48570
.16580
.72450
TEMP . R
360 .00
365 .00
37O .00
375 .00
380 .00
385 .00
390 .00
395 .00
4O0 .00
405 .00
410 .00
415 .00
420 .00
425 .00
430 .00
435 .00
440 .00
445 .00
450 .00
455 .00
460 .00
465 .00
470 .00
475 .00
48O .00
485 .00
490 .00
495 .00
500 .00
505 .00
510 .00
515 .00
52O .00
525 .00
55O .00
535 .00
540 .00
RESISTANCE
141 .40456
143 .67617
145 .94529
148 .21197
150 .47619
152 .73805
154 .99 756
157 .e5477
159 .50973
161 .7624e
164 .01895
166 .26131
168 .50753
170 .75163
1 72 .99 364
175 .21364
177 .47161
179 .70760
181 .94161
184 .17364
186 .40373
188 .63197
190 .85829
195 .o8e73
195 .30533
197 .52606
199 .74499
201 .96e09
204 .17737
206 .59086
208 .60252
210 .81239
213 .02042
215 .82668
217 .43105
_19 .65570
221 .85452
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MODEL
SERIAL
DATE 5
152 T21F
592
4 65
AC
TEk;P •
491 .6
7 .5
159 .0
FSC
DRM
TUAL CAL
R
700
708
815
iS
IS
7
I BRATI ON POINTS
RES I STANCE
200 .48570
.16580
57 .72450
,,8495242000
.03249000 O0
TEMP . R
25 .00
2,5 .00
2'7 .00
28 .00
29 .00
30 .00
31 .00
32 .00
53 .00
34 .00
35 .00
36 .00
37 .00
38 .00
39 .00
40 .00
41 .00
42 .00
43 ,00
44 .00
45 .00
46 .00
4'? .00
48 .00
49 .00
50 .00
RESISTANCE
.34575
.37566
.40927
.44683
.48866
.53495
.58 598
.64 196
.70324
.770 06
.84262
.92107
1 .00564
I .09 651
I .19 585
1 .29 782
I .40860
I .52635
1 .65124
1 .78343
I .92304
2, .06 974
2 .22596
2 .38571
_ .55 498
2 .73176
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REC Mode[ No.
Customers Part No. None Customers P.O. No. GW21788
l'a_t Name. Open Wire Sensor, Temperature, Platinum Reaistance Type
Loop 11 Return
{
All applicable tests requirea'by '.__ERC D______g_.:.1q2-8_ Revision g
were successfully conducted, and records of these tests are on file subject to
cx_m_ination. Specific Calibration and test data are recorded on the reverse side
November 1961
Date of Certifieation
itOSLBLOUNI" E>:GINEL'R1NG CObIPAN_ is a -leader in its field ofpreeism,_
t_:._tpcvattue tt'ans,hl_cts ;(l_(] othe.l" ihstrunte}its. Please contact us if you have
any que._tions about the performance, application, or testing methods for this
il_st _"tllllent.
ROSEMOUNT ENGIHEERING COMPANY
3+133507'200138'-0000000'
2+173528"-0000000'
3+173529"-0000000'
6+013509'1000041'84'2575'-0000000"
Model 152 T21 F
Serial 467
Date 11-3-61
'32.00°F = 200.138
TEMP (R)
7.56
20.00
25.00
30.00
31.00
3200
33,00
3400
35,00
36,00
37,00
3800
39,00
40.00
41.00
42. O0
43. O0
44.00
45.00
46.00
47.00
48.00
49.00
50.00
R (element)
.1338
.2094
.3130
.5019
.5532
.6088
.6699
.7363
.8085
.8867
.9711
1.0615
1.1586
1.2622
1. 3725
1. 4902
1.6147
1. 7466
1.8852
2.0317
2.1855
2.3466
2.5155
2.6918
(Copy)
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TEMP (R) R (element)
55. O0
60. O0
65. O0
70.00
75. O0
80. O0
85. O0
90. O0
95. O0
100. O0
120. O0
140.00
160 O0
180 O0
200 O0
220 O0
240 O0
260 O0
280 O0
300 O0
320 O0
340. O0
360. O0
380. O0
400. O0
420. O0
440. O0
460. O0
480. O0
500.O0
520. O0
540. O0
3. 6855
4.8652
6. 2231
7. 7451
9. 4130
11.2114
13. 1240
15. 1352
17. 2300
19. 3935
28. 5321
38. 0585
47.7187
57. 3555
66. 9145
76. 3999
85. 8169
95. 1709
104.4658
113. 7065
122. 8964
132. 0395
14 1. 1391
150. 1977
159.2187
168. 2041
177. 1558
186. 0751
194.9643
203. 8242
212.6553
221.4 570
(Copy)
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c.><-
Part Namu TemperQture Sensor
C_i_tomer Pa rt No. N/A
_68 ff.e imired
Loop tl Inlet
REC Mo(lel No. 1.52T21F
Customer P.O. No. PL375-13
Customer Serial No. _ N_N/AItEC Serial No.
All al_plicablu tests re,iuired by ltEC l)w._, 15fiT Revision J
_rc.' suecesslull 5 eomlducted utilizing equipment whose calibration is direc'.tl.,,
t_'aceable to the Natioual Bureau <if Stantlard_. All materials use_l in the rnanutae-
ture of this unit are in strict :tccord_tnce with the apldieal)le specification re(lUll'e-
merits. Applical)le test dala is on lile subject to exatnin3.tiot_. Specific e;tlil>ra--
11Oll :tilt| test clat:t :,re attached or |'ecot, led on the reverse sidle of this 1'O1"111.
6
ItOSIdMOUNT ENGINEERING Ct)MPANY is a lea,ler in its field of pvec.isi.n
_ tct_q,c,'ature t,'a,,.sducet's an,I ,,the; in_trume,,ts. Please co,_tact us if y,m have _
• :tl|,V ¢lUCStions about the [,el'l'ol'lll,.ll|Ce., ;tl)plication , or re, sting methotts for this
W_trumont. _-)
ROSEMOONT ENGINEERING COMPANY
• 4900 WEST 78th STREET .
REC Form No 115923 Rcv
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MODEL
SERIAL
DATE 5
152 T21F
468
4 65
AC
T E _,i P .
491 .6
7 .5
139 .1
FSC
DRM
TUAL CAL
R
7OO
7O8
122
IS
IS
7
I BRATI ON POINTS
RESISTANCE
200 .51370
.15400
57 .724 50
.8511838000
.0219400000
TEMP .
5 .0
10 .0
15 .0
20 .0
25 .0
30 .0
55 .0
40 .0
45 .0
50 .0
55 .0
60 .0
65 .0
70 .0
75 .0
80 .0
85 .0
90 .0
95 .0
I00 .0
105 .0
II0 .0
115 .0
I_0 .0
125 .0
130 .0
155 .0
140 .0
145 .0
150 .0
155 .0
160 .0
165 .0
170 .0
175 .0
180 .0
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
RESISTANCE
.15400
.15400
.15400
.22986
.33393
.52310
.85036
1 .28507
1 .90984
23 .71793
3 .71578
4 .89 6 07
6 .25680
7 .78143
9 .45 296
_II .25480
13 .17117
15 .186_9
17 .28482
19 .45_]S
21 .67702
23 .95061
26 .26415
28 .60835
30 .97 4 O1
35 .35531
35 .74875
38 .15177
40 .56349
4;8 .98198
45 .40423
47 .82882
50 .24987
5,2., .66618
55 .07740
57 .48354
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MODEL 152 T21F
SERIAL 468
OATE 5 4 65
ACTUAL CAL
TEMP . R
491 .6700
7 .5708
!39 .112_
FSC I S
DRM IS
'7
I BRATI ON POINTS
RESISTANCE
200 .51370
.15400
37 .72450
.8511838000
.0219400000
TEMP . R
185 .00
190 .00
195 .00
2O0 .00
205 .00
210.00
215 .00
2_0 .00
225 .00
230.00
235 .00
240.00
245 .00
250.00
255.00
260.00
265 .00
_70.00
275 .00
280.00
285 .00
290.00
295 .00
300.00
305.00
310.00
315.00
320.00
325 .00
330.00
335.00
340.00
345.00
35O.0O
355 .00
RESISTANCE
59 .88473
62 .28108
64 .67263
67 .05951
69 .44174
71 .81950
74 .19 279
76 .56173
7[3 .92643
81 .28689
83 .64322
85 .99 553
8B .34388
90 .68829
93 .02891
95 .36578
97 .69 897
1 O0 .02854
102, .35457
104 .67708
106 .99622
109 .31199
111 .62449
115 .93375
116 .25984
118 .54283
120 .84275
i_3 .13969
125 .43372
127 .72481
130 .01312
1 32 .29 860
154 .58158
136 .86146
139 .15893
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MODEL 152 T21F
SERIAL 468
DATE 5 4 65
ACTUAL CAL I BRATI ON POINTS
TEi.,iP . R RES t STANCE
491.6700
7.5708
139.1122
FSC IS
DRM IS
7
2O0 .51570
.15400
37 .72450
.8511833000
.0219400000
TE[_iP . R
3
3
3
3
N
3
3
N
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
60 .00
65 .00
70 .00
75 .00
8O .00
85 .00
9O .00
95 .00
O0 .0.0
05 .00
:tO .00
1.5 .00
20 .00
25 .00
30 .00
35 .00
40 .00
45 .00
5O .00
55 .00
60 .00
65 .00
70 .00
75 .00
80 .00
85 .00
90 .00
95 .00
O0 .00
05 .00
10 .00
15 .00
20 .00
25 .00
30 .00
55 .00
40 .00
RE$ I STANCE
141 .41577
143 .68609
145 .95590
148 .22528
150 .48820
152 .75077
155 .01098
157 .26890
159 .52458
161 .77799
164 .0892_
166 .27829
168 .585ee
170 .770 05
173 .01879
175 .e5350
177 .49 219
179 .72889
181 .96361
184 .19637
186 .42719
188 .65614
190 .88_17
193 .10833
195 .33164
197 .55_12
199 .77275
201 .99056
204 ._0657
206 .4eo76
2o_ .63316
21o .84574
213 .o5247
215 .25944
217 .46454
219 .66788
227,1 .86941
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MODEL 152 T21F
SER I AL 468
DATE 5 4 65
ACTUAL CAL
TEMP . R
491 .6700
7 .5708
139 .1122
FsC i S
DRM ! S
7
I BRAT! ON POINTS
RESISTANCE
200 .51370
.15400
37 .72450
.8511038000
.0219400000
TEMP • R
25 .00
26 .00
27 .00
28 .00
29 .00
3O .00
31 .00
.32 .00
33 .00
34 .00
35 .00
36 .00
37 .00
58 .00
39 .00
40 .00
41 .00
42, ,00
43 .00
44 .00
45 .00
46 .00
47 .00
48 .00
49 .00
50 .00
R ES I STANCE
.35593
.36384
.39 744
.43501
.47682,
.52310
.57410
.62997
.69116
.75789
.83036
.90872
.99 519
i .08396
1 .18119
I .28507
i .39 575
I .51342
I .638_3
I .77032
1 .90984
2 .05638
2, .21048
2 .37211
2 .54126
#3 .71793
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REC Model No. 152T21F Serial No. lt76
Customers Part No. None Customers P.O. No. OM22R08
Part Name _ Wire Sensor, Temperature, Platinum Resistance Type
Loop t2 Return
All applicable tests required by+REC Dr.g. 152-8/t "E" & REC Bullotin 5603,
Style 'F
were successfully conducted, and records of these tests "are on file subject to
examimgtion. Specific Calibration _ld test data are recorded on the reverse side
of this form.
25 January 1969
D_lte of Certificatio. Qualits" C_x:ol Representa++x e
I{(+t.sJ+.:MOI;N'F I_NGINEERING COMPANY is a leader in its field ofp_'eeismn
temperatttt'e tr:msducers m+(l other instruments. Please contact us2f you have
:ut+_ ques'tions about the perform:race, application, or testing ntetltods for this
in_t rtunent.
o+7_=--
ROSEMOUNT ENGINEERING COMPANY
4900 WIST PITH STIIIIlr
MINH|AJPOLIS _[4. MINNliSOTA -_.._._
3+ 133507 '200376 '-0000000 '
2+ 173528' '-0000000'
3-__73529' '-0000000'
6+0 !3509' 1000014' 164 '2575 '-0000000 ' '
Model 152 T
Serial z176
Date _,-25-62
21 F
TEMP (R)
7. 56*
20. O0
25. O0
30. O0
3!.00
32.00
33. O0
34. O0
35. O0
36. O0
37. O0
38. O0
39. O0
40. O0
41.00
42. O0
43.00
z4. O0
45. O0
46. O0
47 0O
48. CiO
/% O0
5f", O0
tTb ", (_' "'i
R (element)
. 1391
.2153
.3188
.5078
.5590
.6152
.6762
.7431
.8154
• 8940
• 9790
1. 0698
1. 1669
1. 2709
1.3813
1. 4995
1. 6240
1. 7563
1. 8955
2.0424
2. 1962
2. 3583
2.5273
2. 7040
3. 7002
A," _u,:_!Calibrot ion Points
140
(Cooy
TEMP (R)
60. 00
65. 00
70.00
75. 00
80.00
85. 00
90.00
95. 00
100.00
120. 00
140. 00
160.O0
180.00
200. 00
220.00
240.00
260. O0
280.00
300. O0
320. O0
340. O0
360.00
380. O0
400. 00
420. 00
440. O0
460. O0
480.00
500. O0
520. O0
540. O0
R (element)
4.8828
6. 2431
7. 7680
9. 4394
11. 2402
13. 1557
15. 1704
17. 2680
19. 4345
28. 5859
38. 1240
47. 7953
57. 4443
67.0146
76. 5112
85. 9390
95. 3032
104. 6079
113. 8583
123. 0580
132.2104
141.3188
150. 3867
159. 4165
168.4106
177. 3711
186. 2998
195. 1972
204.0659
212. 9052
221.7157
* Actual Calibration Points (Copy)
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ltEC Model No.
(_/+X) , t'/?. t
a,,,d
152T21F Serial No. _77
Customers Part No. None Customers P,O. No. GM22208
Part Name 0__en__Wiro Sen.or, Temperature, Platinum lleoietanee Type
/oop #2 Inlet
.All at,lfltcahle tests r(_lutr(+'d bv REc Drwg. 152-8++ "E" tit REC Bulletin 5603,
• Style F -
_,CI'(' successfully conducted, _tn(t records of these tests are on file StlJJJCCt tt)
cx:ln_in;ttit)n. Specific Calibration :,nd test data are record(,d on the reverse sx,t,, .
_ ROSEMOUMT
®
ENGINEERING COMPANY
4900 Wilt FIIN lYlll l
MINNIAPOLI| 24. M|IMNISOWA
3+133507'200286'-0000000'
2+173528"-0000000'
3+173529"-0000000'
6+013509'1000026'144'2575'-0000000"
Model 152 T21 F
Serial 477
Date 1-25-62
TEMP (R)
7.56*
20.00
25.00
30.00
31.00
32.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
36.00
37.00
38.00
39.00
40.00
41.00
42.00
43.00
44.00
45. 00"
46.00
47.00
48.00
49.00
50.00
55.00
60.00
R (element)
.1367
.2129
.3163
.5053
.5561
.6123
.6738
.7402
.8124
.8910
.9755
1.0663
1.1635
1.2676
1.3778
1.4956
1.6205
I. 7524
1.8916
2.0381
2.1924
2.3540
2.5229
2.6997
3.6948
4.8764
*Actual Calibration Points (Copy)
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TEMP (R) R (element)
65. O0
70. O0
75. O0
80. O0
85. O0
9O. O0
95. O0
100. O0
120. O0
140. O0
160. O0
180. O0
200. O0
220. O0
240. O0
260. O0
280. O0
300. O0
320. O0
340.O0
360. O0
380. O0
400. O0
420. O0
440. O0
460. O0
480. O0
500. O0
520. O0
540. O0
6. 2363
7. 7597
9. 4301
11. 2304
13. 1450
15. 1582
17. 2548
19. 4204
28. 5669
38. 1010
47. 7680
57. 4125
66. 9790
76. 4711
85. 8945
95. 2549
104.5561
113.8027
122.9985
132. 1469
141.2519
150.3163
159. 3427
168. 3334
177. 2900
186. 2153
195. 1093
203. 9746
212.8105
221. 6171
(Copy)
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APPENDIX "B"
NATIONAL BUREAUOF STANDARDSREPORTOF CALIBRATION- MOREHOUSE
PROVING RING No. 2485
145
FORM NBS-443
(RE[V. 4-11-63)
LRR: JVD:mac
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS Lab No. 6.4/180117
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20234 Proj ect No. 06629
Trans letter 3-2-64
Order No. 22216-G
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
REPORTOF CALIBRATION
MOREHOUSE PROVING RING NO. 2485
submitted by
Morehouse Instrument Company
York, Pennsylvania
Proving ring No. 2485, capacity 5,000 ib compression and tension, was
submitted by the Morehouse Instrument Company for recalibration_ This ring
had been calibrated previously under Lab No. 6.4/175628, April 29, 1963.
The ring was recalibrated in accordance with Section III, paragraphs a,
b, and c of the Appendix to Circular 454 of the National Bureau of Standards.
The ring was recalibrated by dead weights. The errors of the applied
loads did not exceed 0.02 percent.
Values of the computed loads as a function of deflection for 70 ° F are
given in the calibration tables. For a temperature other than 70 ° F, the
deflection of the rlng should be corrected by the formula given in Section
IV, paragraph 6 of the Appendix to Circular 454 of the National Bureau of
Standards. The temperature coefficient_ Kj for this ring is -0.00015 as
supplied by the Morehouse Instrument Company.
The standard deviation of a deflection at a given calibration load is
0.04 division in compression and 0.04 division in tension wlth 7 degrees of
freedom and was computed from fitting the calibration data to a second de-
gree equation in load by the method of least squares. The standard deviation
includes departures from the calibration curve due to the characteristics and
condition of this particular proving ring at the time of calibration. Based
on the standard deviation, the standard error of a tabled load value for
each given deflection is calculated to be less than 0.3 Ib in compression and
0.4 ib in tension.
This ring complies with the requirements of Section III of the Appendix
to Circular 454 of the National Bureau of Standards. An excerpt from the
Appendix is enclosed.
Washington, D. C.
APR 2 4 19,L: ;
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For the Director,
Lo K. Irwin, Chief
Engineering Mechanics Sect ion
Division of Mechanics
An Excerpt from the Appendix of
CIRCULAROFTHENATIONALBUREAUOFSTANDARDSC454
(Issued August 14, 1946)
i. Proving Ring
I. DEFINITIONS
A proving ring is an elastic ring, suitable for calibrating a testing
machine, in which the deflection of the ring when loaded along a diameter
is measuredby meansof a micrometer screw and a vibrating reed mounted
diametrically in the ring.
2. Reading
A reading is the value indicated by the micrometer dial when it has
been adjusted to contact the vibrating reed.
3. Deflection
The deflection of the ring for any load is the difference between the
reading for that load and the reading for no load.
4. Calibration factor
The calibration factor for a given deflection is the ratio of the
corresponding load to the deflection.
i. Marking
II. COMPLETECALIBRATION
The maker's name, the capacity load, and the serial number of the
ring shall be legibly marked upon somepart of the instrument.
2. Micrometer Dial
(a) The dial of the micrometer shall be of the uniformly graduated type.
When successive graduation lines on the dial are set to one fixed
index line, the positions of successive graduation lines nearly dia-
metrically opposite referred to another fixed index shall differ
from each other by not more than 1/20 of the smallest division of the
dial.
148
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(b) The smallest division of the dial shall be not less than 0.05 inch
and not more than 0.i0 inch.
(c) The width of any graduation line on the dial shall not exceed one-tenth
of the average distance between adjacent graduation lines.
(d) The width of any index line shall be not less than 0.75 and not more
than 1.25 times the average width of the graduation lines on the dial.
Overload
The ring shall be overloaded repeatedly to a load of not less than 9
percent nor more than I0 percent in excees of the capacity load. The dif-
ference between the no-load reading after the first overload and the no-
load reading after any subsequent overload shall not exceed one-tenth of
one percent of the deflection of the ring under capacity load.
Stiffness
Under the capacity load the ring shall deflect not less than 0.040 inch.
Constancy
(a) Range i/i0 to 2/IO-Capacity Load.---The observed deflection of the ring,
for an applied load of not less than one-tenth nor more than two-tenths
of the capacity load, shall differ from the average of at least three
successive observations for the same applied load by not more than
one-half of one percent of the deflection for the applied load.
(b) Range 2/10 to Capacity Load.---The observed deflection of the ring,
for any applied load not less than two-tenths nor more than the capacity
load, shall differ from the average of at least three successive ob-
servations for the same applied load by not more than one-tenth of one
percent of the deflection for the capacity load.
(c) Disassembling.--_he difference between the deflections of the ring,
observed before and after the deflection-measuring apparatus is
removed and then replaced, shall be not greater than the maxima specified
in paragraphs ll-5(a) and ll-5(b) of this specification, under the
loads there specified.
(d) Bearin$ Blocks.--A compression proving ring shall be loaded through
plane, concave, and convex bearing blocks. The deflections of the
proving ring for the minimum load and for the maximum load applied
by dead weights during the calibration shall be determined when the
load is applied to the lower boss of the ring through concave and
149
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convex bearing blocks. The difference between the average deflections
observed using the concave bearing block and the average deflections
observed using a plane bearing block for the same loads shall not
exceed the maxima specified in paragraphs ll-5(a) and ll-5(b) of this
specification. The differences between the average deflections ob-
served using the convex bearing block and the average deflections
observed using a plane bearing block for the same loads shall not
exceeH the maxima specified in paragraphs ll-5(a) and ll-5(b) of this
specification. The concave and convex bearing blocks shall comply
with the following requirements:
(i) They shall be steel.
(2) The Brinell numbers shall be not less than 400 and not more
than 600.
(3) The radii of curvature of the spherical surfaces shall be
not less than 9 feet and not more than i0 feet.
III. RECALIBRATION
Constancy
(a) Range i/i0 to 2/lO-Capacity Load.--The observed deflection of the ring,
for an applied load of not less than one-tenth nor more than two-tenths
of the capacity load_ shall differ from the average of at least three
successive observations for the same applied load by not more than
one-half of one percent of the deflection for the applied load.
(b) Range 2/10 to Capacity Load.---The observed deflection of the ring,
for any applied load not less than two-tenths nor more than the
capacity load, shall differ from the average of at least three suc-
cessive observations for the same applied load by not more than
one-tenth of one percent of the deflection for the capacity load.
(c) Comparison with Last Calibration.---_he observed deflections of the
ring during recalibration shall differ from the deflections ob-
served at the time of the last calibration by not more than the
maxima specified in paragraphs lll-l(a) and lll-l(b) of this speci-
fication, under the loads there specified.
(d) Alternative Procedure.--If the ring fails to comply with the re-
quirements of paragraph lll-l(c) of this specification, the de-
flection-measuring apparatus shall be removed and then replaced.
The difference between the deflections observed before and after
this is done shall be not greater than the maxima specified in
paragraphs lll-l(a) and lll-l(b) of this specification, under the
ioaas ti_ere specified.
IV. METHOD OF CALIBRATION
i. Complete calibration
The proving ring shall be calibrated in accordance with the re-
quirements given in section II, Complete Calibration:
(a) If the ring has not been calibrated by the National Bureau of
Standards since the revision of this specification on April 4, 1934.
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(b) If the ring was not certified when last calibrated by the National
Bureau of Standards.
(c) If the ring has been repaired or modified since its last calibration
by the National Bureau of Standards.
2. Recalibration
Except as provided in paragraphs IV-l(a), IV-l(b), and IV-l(c),
Complete Calibration, a ring shall be recalibrated in accordance with
the requirements given in section III, Recalibration.
3. Loads not exceeding ii0,000 ib
For loads not exceeding ii0,000 ib the proving ring shall be cali-
brated by applying dead weights known to within 0.02 percent.
4. Loads exceeding ii0,000 ib
For loads exceeding ii0,000 ib the applied load shall be known to
within 0.i percent.
5. Loading procedure
The proving ring shall be calibrated under increasing loads, Com-
pression loads, except as provided in paragraph ll-5(d), shall be applied
to the lower boss of the ring through a plane, hardened-steel bearing
block and to the upper boss either through a ball or a soft-steel block.
Tensile loads shall be applied to the ring through the pulling rods
provided with the ring.
6. Temperature correction
To compensate for temperature changes which occur during calibration,
the deflections of the proving ring shall be corrected for temperature
using the formula
d70 = dt[l + K (t - 70)],
where
d70 = deflection of ring at a temperature of 70 ° Fahrenheit
d t = deflection of ring at a temperature of t degrees Fahrenheit
K = temperature coefficient
t = temperature, degrees Fahrenheit, during test.
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The coefficient K depends upon the chemical composition of the steel
of which the ring is made and its head treatment. For steels having a
total alloying content not exceeding five percent, the value K = - 0.00015
per degree Fahrenheit is sufficiently accurate. For some other steels,
values of K have been found ranging from - 0.00011 to - 0.00024. When
the proving ring is submitted for calibration, the value of K shall be
furnished this Bureau by the pcrson submitting the ring or by the manu-
facturer of the ring.
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NSTRON
0
5OO
7OO
900
1100
1300
1500
0
5OO
TABLE B 1 a
CALIBRATION DATA LOAD SENSING DYNAMOMETER
SER. NO. M-1
RECORDER DEFLECTION 140 MV FULL SCALE
DEFLECTION
DIV.
77.6
ACTUAL
DIV.
LOAD
Ibs.
CHART
DIV.
0
MV
169.2 91.6 865. 0 68.8
190.2 112.6 1064.2 84.6
210.2 132.6 1254.4 100.0
232.5 154.9 1466. 9 116. 9
Ib,/MV
127. 1 49. 5 37.0 37. 0
148. 5 70. 9 669. 1 52.9 52.9 12. 65
68.8 12.57
50.0 37.4
77. 6
84.6 12.58
100.0 12.54
116. 9 12.55
37. 4127. 6
700 148.3 70.7 667.3 53.1 53.1 12.57
900 168.7 91. I 860. 3 68.5 68.5 12.56
1100 190.2 112.6 1064.2 84.5 84.5 12.59
210. I
231.3
208.6
188.3
168, 0
147.4
1300
1500
132.5
153. 7
131.0
110.7
90, 4
69. 8
48.3
1300
1253.5
1455.4
1239.2
1046.3
853.6
658. 6
1100
900
700
99. 9
116.0
99. 0
83.5
68, 3
52.9
36. 55OO
0
125.9
99.9
116.0
99.0
83.5
68, 3
52.9
36. 5
77. 6
12.55
12.55
12.52
12.53
12, 50
12.45
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TABLE B 1b
CALIBRATION DATA LOAD SENSING DYNAMOMETER
SER.NO. M-1
RECORDERDEFLECTION280 MV FULLSCALE
INSTRON
0
5OO
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
0
0
5OO
1000
1500
2000
2500
3OOO
0
DEFLECTION
DIV.
77.6
127.1
180.8
231.1
282.6
333.6
384.0
77.6
75.6
127.0
ACTUAL
DIV.
49.5
103.2
153.5
205.0
LOAD
Ibs.
975.0
1453.5
1946.0
CHART
DIV.
18.5
38.8
57.8
77.3
MV
37.0
77.6
115.6
154.6
Ib/MV
12.56
12.57
12.59
256.0 2436.2 96.9 193.8 12.57
306.4 2923.3 115.9 231.8 12.61
19.049. 3
180.7 103.2
233.3 155.8
283.1 205.6
333.8 256.3
385.0 307.5
77.5
38.0
975.0 39.2 78.4 12.44
1475.4 59.3 118.6 12.44
1951.8 78.2 156.4 12.48
2439.1 97.0 194.0 12. 57
2934.0 116.5 233.0 12.59
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TABLE B 1c -'
CALIBRATION DATA LOAD SENSING DYNAMOMETER
SER.NO. M-1
RECORDERDEFLECTION560 MV FULLSCALE
DEFLECTION ACTUAL LOAD CHART
NSTRON DIV. DIV. Ibs. DIV.
0 77.6
1000 182.4 104.8 990.2 20.0
1500 233.5
2000 285.2
2500 336.3
3000 386.8
3500 438.0
4000 487.8
4500 537.5
5000 588.4
0 77.6
1000 180.9
1500 231.8
2000 283.9
2500 335.6
3000 384.8
155.9 1476.4 29.8
MV
OU, 0
119.2
Ib/MV
i2.38
12.30
207. 6 1970. 9 39.8 159.2 12.38
258. 7 2462.3 49. 4 197. 6 12.46
309. 2 2950. 4 59. I 236. 4 12.48
360. 4 3448. 0 68.8 275.2 12.53
410.2 3934.7 79.0 316.0 12.45
459. 5 4422. 8 88.3 353.2 12.52
510. 8 4925. 6 98.0 392.0 12.57
103. 3 976. 0 19.6 78.4 12.45
154.2 1460.2 29.3 117. 2 12.46
206. 3 1958. 5 39.3 157. 2 12.46
258. 0 2455. 5 49. I 196. 4 12.50
58.82931.0 235.2
275. 2
315.2
352.8
391.6
307. 2
3500 437.5 359.9 3443.1 68.8
4000 488.0 410.4 3936.6 78.8
4500 538.2 460. 6 4429. 7 88.2
5000 588.0 510.4 4921.7 97.9
0 77.6
12.46
12.51
12.49
12.56
12.57
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CALIBRATION
SER.NO. M-2
RECORDERDEFLECTION140MV FULLSCALE
DEFLECTION ACTUAL
INSTRON DIV. DIVo
0 77.6
500 127.1 49. 5
700 147.8 70.2
900 169.6 92.0
TABLE B 2 a
DATA LOAD SENSING DYNAMOMETER
LOAD CHART
Ibs. DIV. MV Ib/MV
46. 6 46.6
662.4 66.5 66.5 9. 96
868.8 87.4 87.4 9. 94
1100 189.3 11 I. 7 1055. 8 106. 3 106. 3 9. 93
1300 209.6 132.0 1248.7 126.0 126.0 9.91
1349.6 136.1 136.1 9.921400 220.2 142.6
0 77.6
0 77. 6
500 126. 8 49. 2 46. 3 46. 3
700 147. 5 69. 9 659. 6 66. 1 66. 1 9. 98
900 168.6 91.0 859. 3 86. 4 86. 4 9. 95
1100 189. I 11 I. 5 1053. 8 106. I
1400 220.7 143. I 1354.4 136. 7
1100 187. 9 110. 3
900 166. 7 89. I
700 145.6 68. 0
5OO 125. 2
1042.4 105. I
841.3 85.2
641.6 64.9
45.5
77. 6
47.6
106. 1 9. 93
136. 7 9. 91
105. 1 9. 92
85. 2 9. 87
64.9 9.89
45.5
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TABLE B2 b
CALIBRATIONDATA LOAD SENSING DYNAMOMETER
SER.NO. M-2
RECORDERDEFLECTION280 MV FULLSCALE
INSTRON
5OO
1000
1500
2000
DEFLECTION
DIV.
77. 6
127. 4
180.6
231.4
282.8
ACTUAL
DIV.
49. 8
103.0
153.8
205. 2
2500 334.4 256. 8
0 77.6
0 77.6
500 127.3 49.7
1000 180.4 102.8
1500 231.5 153.9
2000 283.3 205.7
2500 334.7 257.1
77. 60
LOAD
Ibs.
973.1
1452. 5
1947.9
2444.0
CHART
DIV.
49. 0
73. 5
98. 6
123.6
971.2 48.9
1457. 3 73.5
MV
98.0
147.0
197. 2
247. 2
Ib/MV
9. 93
9. 88
9. 88
9. 89
97. 8 9.93
147.0 9.91
1952.7 98.7 197.4 9.89
2446.9 123.8 247.6 9.88
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a TABLE B 2 c
CALIBRATION DATA LOAD SENSING DYNAMOMETER
SER. NO. M-2
RECORDER DEFLECTION 560 MV FULL SCALE
INSTRON
1000
1500
2000
250O
3000
35OO
4OOO
45OO
5OOO
0
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
DEFLECTION
DIV.
77. 6
179.5
230.5
283.1
333.2
383.4
435.6
486. 2
536. 3
CC_ L A
77.6
180.8
231.0
283.7
334.4
384.3
ACTUAL
DIV.
101.9
152.9
205.5
255.6
305. 8
358.0
408. 6
458.7
-_3.8. 8
103. 2
153.4
206. 1
256.8
306. 7
LOAD
Ibs.
962.7
1447. 8
1950.8
2432.4
2917.5
3424.6
3919.0
4411.0
4905. 8
975.0
1452.5
1956. 6
2444.0
2926. 2
CHART
DIV.
24.3
36. 8
49. 6
61.8
74.0
86. 9
99. 7
111.9
124.4
24.9
37. 3
49.9
62.6
74.8
MV
97. 2
147.2
198.4
247.2
296.0
347. 6
398.8
447. 6
497. 6
99. 6
149.2
199. 6
250.4
299.2
Ib/MV
9. 90
9. 84
9. 83
9.84
9. 86
9. 85
9. 83
9.85
9. 86
9. 79
9. 74
9. 80
9. 76
9.78
3500 436.4 358.8 3432.4 87.5 35_J. 0 9.81
4000 487.0 409.4 3926.8 99.9 399.6 9.83
4500 537.0 459.4 4417.9 112.1 448.4 9.85
5000 586.8 509.2 4909.8 124.4 497.6 9.87
0 77.6
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INSTRON
0
CALIBRATION DATA LOAD SENSING DYNAMOMETER
SER.NO. M-3
RECORDERDEFLECTION560 MV FULLSCALE
DEFLECTION
DIV.
77.7
600 139.6
I000 185:0
1500 237.8
2000 29I. 4
2500 333.6
3000 392.3
3500 447.0
4OOO 494.8
4500 545.2
5000 595.9
0 77. 7
600 142.7
1000 184.0
ACTUAL
DIV.
61.9
!07. 3
LOAD
Ibs.
584.0
CHART
DIV.
13.8
MV
55. 2
Ib/MV
10.58
10.70i r_i _ 0 23.7 94.8I_,/ I m"l o
160. I 1516.5 35.3 141.2 10.74
213.7 2029.4 47.2 188.8 10.75
255. 9 2435. 2 56. 7 226. 8 10.74
314.6 3002.8 69.8 279. 2 10. 76
3534.8
4002.3
369.3
417.1
82.0
92.7
103.9
115.3
467. 5
518.2
328. 0
370. 8
415.6
461.2
4497. 8
4998.9
10. 78
10. 79
10. 82
10. 84
65. 0 613.2 14.6 58. 4 10.50
106. 3 1004.5 23.7 94.8 10. 60
1500 237. I 159.4 1509.8 35.3 141.2
2000 288. 7 21 I. 0 2003. 5 46. 7 186. 8
2500 334.9 257. 2 2447. 8 57. 0 228. 0
3000 392.4 314.7 3003.8 69. 9
3500 449.0 371.3 3554.3 82.7
4000 492.5 4 14.8 3979. 7 92.4
4500 544.7 467. 0 4492.8 104.0
115.5518.5
279. 6
330. 8
369.2
416.0
462.05004.95OOO 596. 2
10. 69
10.73
10. 74
10.74
10. 74
10. 78
10.80
10. 83
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INSTRON
TABLE B 4
CALl BRATI O1_1 DATA LOAD SENSI NG
SER. NO. 177
RECORDER DEFLECTION 560 MV FULL SCALE
DEFLECTION ACTUAL LOAD CHART
DIV. DIV. Ibs. DIV.
DYNAMOMETER
MV
600
77. 5
139. 8 62. 3 587. 7 15,0 60.0
1000 179. 6 102. 1 964. 6 24.4 97. 6
1500 234.4 156. 9 1485. 9 37. 6 150. 4
2000 289. 6 212. 1 2014. 1 50. 8 203. 2
2500 338. 1 260. 6 2480. 6 62.7 250. 8
3000 390. 8 313. 3 2990. 2 75. 3 301.2
3500 443.2 365. 7 3499. 7 87. 9 351.6
4000 493.3 4 15. 8 3989. 5 99. 8 399. 2
4500 542. 9 465. 4 4477. 0 111.9 447. 6
5000 591.0 513. 5 4952.4 123.0 492. 0
0 77. 5
600 141.3 63.8 601.9 15.3 61.2
1000 182.3 104.8 990. 2 25. 0 100. 0
1500 237. 5 160. 0 1515. 5 38. 3 153. 2
2000 285. 7 208. 2 1976. 6 49. 9 199. 6
250O
3000
3500
339. I
393. 2
444.2
261.6
315.7
366 7
2490. 2
3013.5
3509. 5
62.8
75.8
87. 9
251.2
303. 2
351.6
Ib/MV
9. 80
9. 88
9. 88
9.91
9. 89
9. 93
9. 95
9. 99
10. O0
10. 07
9. 83
9.9O
9. 89
9. 90
9.91
9. 94
9. 98
9. 994000 489. 7 412. 2 3954.3 99. 0 396. 0
4500 544.6 467. 1 4493. 8 112. 1 448. 4 10. 02
5OOO
|
491.2511.9 122.84936.5589. 4 10.05
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